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in

Its Path.

Fort Sumner, N. M., July 6. Henry
Gerhardt and son, Miss Mack, A.
and three sheep herders, Luz
Lucero, Jose Anastaclo
and Miquel
Villareal, met death In the cyclone
which swept this place and the
last Thursday evening.
The
following persons were the heaviest
losers in the two places:
Sunnyside Dr. Lovelace, drug store
ONE completely demolished; Kate Perdue
Mercantile company, building unroofed and stock scattered; B. V. Palmer's
Public In mercantile establishment, completely

At Fourth of July Celebration at Roswell Thousands of People Throng-e- d
Town.

BRYAN

Special to the New Mexican.
Roswell, N. M., July 6. The grandest reception which has ever occurred
In this city was extended to Governor
George Curry and Delegate W. II.
Andrews on Saturday last. The city
was full of people, thousands having
come from the south as far as Pecos
City and from the east as far as
and from the many towns', farms
and ranches In this vicinity. It was a
magnificent ovation. Both officials received the most cordial and friendly
welcome and made a splendid impression upon the assembled multitude.
Governor Curry and Delegate An
drews delivered short but very pretty
and timely speeches and were followed in great style by Captain E. B. Bu-jaof Carlsbad who is a fluent talker.
They had a most pleasant and agreeable time of it In every way and in
the evening were guests of honor at a
dinner given by Judge W. H. Pope at
their eiesant home.
Governor Curry
left yesterday
morning for Lincoln county while Del
egate Andrews went to Albuquerque,
where he arrived last night. There Is
no question that Delegate
Andrews
made a most favorable impression and
that his visit to this city has increas
ed the good opinion and friendship
which the citizens of southeastern
New Mexico already have for him.

Democratic Con Gray and Johnson
vention Opens
Tomorrow

Sun-nysid- e

in the Race to

Stay

111
SUCCESS

Santa Fe Entertains
Visitors Royally

Am-arill-

HAW

Superintendent of
struction Issues Brief
Special Report.

I.
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H

GRAND OVATION FOR
CURRY AND ANDREWS

BREAKERS AHEAD

I MM

Concrete Buildings Wrecked in Fierce
Gale Which Levelled Everything

Has Kept Pace With
Territory's Marvelous Growth
PAST YEAR

1

DETAILS OF STORM
IN GUADALUPE COUNTY

ADVANCE

NO, 122

L

FOUR

IS

DAYS

Boom to Be However, There is a Bare
Disposed of After First
Possibility of His Being
Choice is Made.

Vice-Presidenti-

wrecked.
Fort Sumner First National Bank,
side blown out; A. B. Harris, front
door blown In and stock scattred ; Mrs.
Jaramillo, side of store blown out and
stock scattered; Fitzgibbon's restaur- ant, side blown out. All these buildings
were concrete. There was heavy dam
age to other flimsy structures. Forty
people were injured, many are destitute and relief is asked for from outside.
Three thousand sheep were killed in
one bunch. The storm, which was one
of the most disastrous in the history
of southeastern New Mexico, also hit
Roswell.
Nearly every family in Sunnyside Is
injured and many persons are destitute and relief should be sent to the
president of the Sunnyside Commercial club. It Is thought that thousands
of sheep on the plains and many herders were killed by lightning and hail.
Hall in some places was at least a
foot deep.
Appeal for Aid.
The Commercial Club has issued
an urgent appeal through the papers
of a number of cities in the South
west for aid for the sufferers. It is
estimated .that it will take $11,000 to
relieve the situation and it is hoped
to secure this amount without much
trouble.
Everyone is left practically
destitute, having lost their homes,
stocks of goods, crops and livestock.
Club
has been
The Commercial
able to provide temporary relief but
prompt action must be had to prevent
great suffering,

LAST

al

Side-Tracke-

Denver, July 6. All is ready for the
opening of the Democratic National
convention at Denver's handsome new
auditorium at high noon tomorrow.
The various stato delegations continued to arrive today and it is
expected
that by morning every one of the delegates to the convention will be here
and ready to take his sent in the
convention.
The general expectation Is for four
day's' convention with final adiourn- nient some time Friday. Although potentialities of trouble are as vet un
developed still to make a positive forecast would be impossible.
The presidental problem has taken
somewhat of a different turn on account of the intimation through what
is believed to be a reliable channel
that Bryan believes in the propriety
of defcring action as to the candidate
for the second place until the first
is disposed of. This has led to a falling
off in the gossip and the whole matter
has been,
Injunction Plank Bone' of Contention.
As a parallel with the republican
national convention Monday morning
finds the general interest in the platform still confined almost wholly to
the proposed plank regarding the use
of the power of injunction, especially
In labor disputes. Gompers, Mitchell
and other labor leaders are on the
ground pressing their claims upon
those who presumably will have great
influence' on the committee on resoluv;
tions, ..
The weather which was yesterday
decidedly hot changed in the night
after a series of thunderstorms and
becanfe rather raw and cold this morn
ing.
Disposing of Contests.
Na-teA meeting of the Democratic
tional committee was called at
o'clock this morning.
Contests will
be heard by the committees from the
New York, sec
following states:
ond to sixth districts Inclusive; Pennsylvania, first to sixth districts inclusive; District of Columbia, entire delegation; Illinois, first to tenth districts
inclusive;
Idaho, entire delegation;
Ohio ninth to nineteenth districts in
clusive. It had already been arrang
ed that each contest should be referred to a
and a resolution was adopted requiring each subcommittee to report not later than o
The como'clock this afternoon.
mittee hearing the New York contests
went into exclusive session abruptly
after McCarren had indulged in considerable vituperation of the Murphy
faction. McCarren was not permit
ted to complete his remarks.

d.

NO

HITCH

PROGRAM

Everything Given as Adver-tise- d
Base Ball Games
a Feature.

The Fourth of July festivities In
Denver, Colo.. July 6. That there
are breakers ahead for Williams JenSanta Fe were largely attended and
nings Bryan, who for the third time
enjoyed by the hundreds of visitors
is seeking the Democratic nomination
who came here from the Estancla val
for the presidency, is becoming more
ley, Albuquerque, Las Vegas, Lamy
evident hourly. This because of the
and many other territorial towns. Ovfact that both Judge Gray of Delaware
er two hundred were In attendance
and Governor Johnson of Minnesota,
from the valley towns, over one hundred from Albuquerque and about the
through their managers, announced tosame number from the Meadow City,
day that they were In the race for
first place to stay. While the friends
and fifty-on- e
came up from lamy to
of Bryan scoff at the idea of the openjoy the day.
position forces being able to muster
Everything was carried out during
enough strength to prevent his
the two days celebration as was ad- on the first ballot, there Is a
ertlsed and the various committees
feeling of uneasiness In many quartin charge worked hard to make all the
ers that a rupture might develop at
visitors as comfortable as jwssible.
the last moment which would result in
The Elks' band was in evidence Sat
4,300 CITIZENS TO
Bryan's defeat.
tirday morning and met all the trains
Gray to Stay to Last.
and headed by the band and by Com
VOTE
FOR
ANDREWS
"Judge Gray's name has not been
pany F, First Infantry New Mexico
withdrawn," said Josiah Marvel, man- Petitions
National
Guard, the visitors were esCirculated in Albuquerque
ager of the Gray presidential forces,
corted to the Plaza, where the speech
And Bernalillo County in His
today. This was In answer to reports
took
The
Santa
making
place.
Favor Universally Signed.
that Judge Gray had telegraphed last
Fe train being late, the speaking was
night to those in charge of his interdelayed about an hour.
ests instructing them implicitly not to
Albuquerque, N. M., July 6. (Spe
Visitors Welcomed By the Band.
permit his name to go before the con- cial to the New Mexcan). For the past
At about lliSO o'clock Rev. W. R.
vention. No such message has been few days petitions asking the Republireceived. The Gray supporters have can territorial convention and its dele Dye delivered the prayer and then J.
been saying: "Wait until the dele- gates to vote for Delegate W. H. An- P. Lyng, city passenger and ticket ag
gates arrive." Now they say those ar- drews as the candidate of the party ent of the Santa Fe Central Tallroad,
rivals are
Gray for tlie 61st Congress have been cir- introduced Mayor Jose D. Sena who
increasing the
instruction, (685 In rural schools; 24
that
delegates that culated in tflis city and in Bernalillo extended a hearty welcome to all the
strength. They say
in town and city schools; 336 men;
lsitors to the Capital City. Mayor
are instructed for Bryan are coming county.
593, women.) Nearly all of these disSena's
address was brief but to the
The
to
to
them
conditions
have
these
and
signatures
saying
petitions
tricts have since opened school and
He spoke in both Spanish and
point.
have
so
to
since
a
their
instructions
number.
grown
changed
phenomenal
3n many cases two teachers were emwere delivered that if they were free In this city over 1800 citizens, without English.
ployed. The annual report will un- MUCH DAMAGE AT
Hon. A. L. Morrison read the Decla
PASO
AND
ROSWELL
EL
they would support Judge Gray. The regard to party, Republicans and De
doubtedly show a total enrollment for
of Independence. As soon as
ration
mocrats
have signed them and over
t'ennciwe 'delegation has especially
the year of fully 40,000 children; 410
Mr.
Morrison
2301
began reading every man
so
in
far
Bernalillo
the
The
of
this
sentiment.
county
wrecked
storm
Gray
that
The
expressed
Sunnyside
of the 740 rural districts own their
of his voice uncover-ewihtin
the
reach
managers are confidently claiming the outside of the city limits. These peown school buildings; 311 of which are did considerable damage elsewhere,
head
and
with
his
Interest listened
78
New
votes
vote
of
York
to
that
and
titioners
for
themselves
and
say
pledge
,are in good condition. The total value particularly at El Paso. Texas,
to that old ttme document once more.
W.
nominated.
Andrews
H.
if
York
New
a
are
has
in
that
El
At
Delegate
Paso
Roswell.
at
and
about
positive
they
of school property is $964,184; $396,934
Hon. A. B. Renehan, orator of the
This was the count at noon today
not declared for Bryan as has been
in rural districts; $567,250 in cities little more than an hour an inch and a
was introduced immediately after
day,
and
are
men
were
still
the
fell.
half
of
Three
rain
being
reported.
petitions
and towns. The total bonded Indebtof the Declaration of Inthe
reading
circulated and signed. It is believed
in the flood that rushed
Johnson No Piker.
edness is $533,911.23 ($169,762.23
in drowned
Mr. Renehan reviewed
dependence.
five
of
voters
this
were
sixths
of
that
the
and
Mount
Franklin
rural districts and $364,149 In cities down from
Frederick B. Lynch, manager of the
of
these great United
the
history
county wll have signed them before
and towns.) The school census taken swept Into the Rio Grande river. A
campaign of Governor Johnson, today the circulation of them
a glowing tribute to
States
and
paid
stops.
in August, 1907, enumerates 84,942 train was wrecked in a washout and
denied the report that Johnson's name
the heroes who have been Instrumentwhile
four
drowned,
every
persons
had been withdrawn from the convenpeople from 5 to 21 years of "age (78,-36al in making this dear land great. Mr.
in 1906. On January 15, 1908, 3,425 railroad entrance into the city was un
tion. It Is said Johnson is still in MASONIC DELEGATION
Renehan is an aloquent speaker and
tied
were
so
trains
dermined
that
up
the fight and will be there at the finpupils had been enrolled in private
LEAVES FOR TAOS his address Saturday was certainly
streets were torn up
ish. An interesting echo from Lincoln
and sectarian schools and 1,726 had for a day. The
well received.
bus
out
of
reached here today to the effect that
been enrolled in the U. S. Indian and the electric railway put
Interesting Indian Dances.
Schools. This Indicates that about 60 iness. At Roswell, the Roswell Dally
Bryan has received favorably the sug- Will Attend Special Grand Communi
considerable
did
wind
Record
of the most Interesting fea
the
One
on
of
Wednessays
cation
There
Lodge
gestion that in the event of Bryan's
per cent of those of school age have
brok-ewere-eithe- r
tures of the day were the Indians,
dayelection that. Governor Johnson shall
Stop at Chamita.
been enrolled In the schools. (For the damage. Many trees
who made themselves prominent with
down or their beauty ruined by
have a place in his cabinet.
United States as a whole, 70 per cent
town
limbs.
The
of
loss
dances and races. This feature
their
the
presented
of the school population was enrolled
New York Holds Trump Card.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa was in
of a forest
charge of J. S. Candelario, deal
Jn 1906.) New Mexico's percent on this somewhat the appearance
included
for
The program
today
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall of er in Indian curios and wares. There
wnn
next
and
camp
morning,
loggers
item ds low because we enumerate for
caucuses of the state delegation the United States Indian
Training
scatter
sixty-fiv- e
Indians who took part
school purposes all children from five huge limbs and their foliage
which
are likely to have a mighty in School and Solomon Spitz, who is past were
axes
men
and
with
in
ed
and racing. The tribes
the
dancing
everywhere,
to twenty-on- e
fluence even on the presidential nom master of Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A.
years of age. Only sev
Eleven
brush.
were
the
away
Tesuque, San-- Idelclearing
represented
so
en states enumerate children of
inatlon itself, and the beginning of the F. and A. Masons, left this forenoon
electric
made
San Juan and
in
the
were
breaks
Santa
light
fonso,
Clara,
wide a range of ages; Texas, for in
work of the national committee upon via the Denver and Rio Grande rail
while they
of
Ellzeo
over
all
Cochiti.
wires
and
town,
Suazo,
governor
children from
stance, enumerates
several contests which though not road for Taos, where on the 8th Inst.,
were still "alive" there was great dan
and his wife, Lui-za- ,
the
Tesuque
pueblo
to
to
final
effect the
eight
eighteen years.
likely
results, might they will officiate at the dedication
were present and took part In the
ger of personal injury, but fortunately
Over 600 Teachers Employed.
involve the expenditure of time suf- services of the plot in which the body
wires.
with
contact
the
in
Mr. Candelario who was Very
dance.
"Of the 683 teachers engaged in the no one came
ficient to delay the work of the con of the late Brigadier General Chrlsto
a
about
had
in securing so many InThe
successful
system
telephone
rural schools up to January 15, 1908,
vention.
pher C. Carson, "Kit Carson", Is bur- dians on so short notice was compli
about DROUTH OF 1908
and
broken
dozen
wires
down,
170 held special permits; 193 third
Jfhe principal Interest centered on led in Taos. A suitable Iron ra'yjlhg
crossed wires, which greatly
mented all around.
caucus of fhe New York delegation will be placed around the plot.
the
grade certificates; 155 second grade forty
IS
HISTORY
NOW
service.
the
hampered
which took place at noon, for the at
Military Drills.
certificates,; 134 first grade certl
They will stop over today and be
In the country the damage was
five-ye4
18
three
de
of
cates;
titude
certificates;
that delegation and the
Company F, of the New Mexico Na
the guests of Samuel Eldodt of the San
All
Over Territory
The orchards suffered Timely Rains
78
votes
of
bunch
of
its
tional
year professional certificates; 18 five-yea- still greater.
will
big
tomorrow
Guard, gave exhibitions of mili
livery
Juan Pueblo and
they
Have Saved Crops and Supplied
trees being ruined
without
a
doubt
effect
have
drills
professional certificates ; 9 pro considerably, many
will,
tomor
great
Taos
to
tary
there
during the day around the
proceed
reaching
A
Range With Needed Moisture.
fessional life certificates. All certlfl and others partly broken down.
to say nothing of its being iiossible to row evening. Secretary Jaffa will of Plaza and also at the baseball park.
were
cates above a county third grade are large percentage of the apples
wield the balance of power in the flciate at the ceremonies as acting
Lawn Tennis.
in most
The drouth of 1908 In New Mexico convention. The majority of the dele grand master of the Grand Lodge of
of a standard equivalent to those In shaken from the trees, but
as
a benefit,
The lawn tennis tournament partici
is now history. Frequent rains within .nation seems to favor Bryan but there Free Masons of New Mexico, of which
the states. The average salary paid Instances this will be
from Las Vegas,
trees
for
the
too
the
was
crop
large
the past week in all parts of the ter is a group of veterans on the delega- body a special grand communication pated in by players
teachers in rural schools was $51.48.
was well atwas
other
and
Fe
Santa
town
the
of
points
East
damage
have saved the crops, supplied tion who are opposed to the Nebras-ka- for the purpose of dedicating the plot tended. Charles H. Mills and Charles
(For the United States in 1906, the av toJ)ear.
ritory
in
160
trees
,
being
the range with needed moisture and
and they may be able to swing the will be held.
erage salary was $50.04.) In cities and especially heav.
or ruined on the Slaughter farm, filled
Trumbull, formerly with the Chicago
the streams and water holes, 78 votes against him.
towns, the average salary paid is jured
in
suffered
and
others
proportion.
Country Club, and now spending the
J68.20. ranging from $56.87 at Las
thus Insuring plenty of water for live
Important Conference,
summer
Is said to have been imin Las Vegas took part in the
Lovers'
Lane
NEBRASKA
OF
CAPITAL
A conference between all the
stock.
Vegas to $82.14 at Gallup. The enroll
tournament
and carried away the
MERCY
AT
FLOODS
OF
the
entirely
ground
being
passable,
tnent In cities and towns during the
people has been arranged for
Although in some sections the rains
for Las Vegas. The following
honors
limbs of the
massive
the
covered
with
was
will
8,497
half
first
The participants
English speak
year
were accompanied by destructive hail four o'clock.
were the scores:
broken trees.
ing children, 2,780 Spanish speaking The wind and rain at Artesla is storms which destroyed crops, late Include representatives of Gray and
Lincoln, Neb., July 6. Nearly all of
contest: :
Double
championship
78
total
of
a
11,355,
negroes;
children,
Lincoln Is under water today as a re Mills
fruit and killed sheep, cattle and Johnson and many uninstrticted
Catron
Trumbull
same
and
to
been
about
the
have
defeating
with 1,863 additional in private and reported
suit of a storm last night which lasted and
horses, the benefits derived will be so
scores:
wind
as
At
Carlsbad
at
the
Roswell.
Gortner;
sectarian schools (census 19,101.)
for nine hours and assumed the pro
Rolls and Wilson vs. Monroe and
was lighter and the rainfall about great that these will overshadow the TEMPORARY CHAIRMAN
"During the past year the Depart
losses
thus
portions of a cloudburst. The flood has Frost; scores:
incurred.
in
as
this
twice
as
much
locality.
ment of Education has published an
STALLED AT LINCOLN not only caused an immense loss to
Mills and Trumull vs. Rolls and
J. M. O'Relley reports that thirty-eigh- t
instdtute course of study of 130 pages
property owners and the railroads Willson,
Lovers'
one
bunch
in
SERIOUS
trees
in
SHOOOTINIG
for 1907, a Flag Day program of 40
Lincoln, Neb., July 6. Theodore but has been attended by loss of life.
Lane were blown down, and that he
AFFRAY AT FOLSOM. Bell
In the single contest Monroe beat
of California
arrived late this the extent of which is not definitely
pages for 1908, and fifteen new circa
Mills beat Wilson
alone
was
lane
the
'
Gortner,
driving through
lara and blank forms for systematizmorning after a precarious trip known. At least one person, a milk
sevCatron
Word
was
beat
Trumbull
came
storm
at
had
when
received
the
and
up
yesterdav
benow
water. Owing to the man named Nelson ,was drowned and
ing reports. Manuscripts are
Mills beat
from being crush- the headquarters of the Territorial through high
narrow
Rolls beat Monroe
eral
escapes
Manual
Institute
for
an
had
he
traffic
car
street
of
conditions
ing prepared
a woman and three children living in
trees.
Trumbull
under
ed
the
falling
?
Mounted Police of a serious and per- to drive to Fairvlew.
of 200
pages for 1908, a Common
the bottoms are missing. An area of In the final
single test Mills beat
School Course of Study of 200 pages,
haps fatal shooting affray on SaturShortly before noon telephone com- twenty-fiv-e
square miles is covered by Rolls by
and
and the first general, elaborate report ARRESTED FOR PEDDLING ,
day night at Folsom, in which Ed. munication was restored with Lincoln water from two to fifteen inches in
4
Exciting Races.
of the Territorial Board of Education
WITHOUT A LICENSE Caviness, a rancher, was shot twice by and Bell called Bryan up and immed- depth.
-- a volume of 400 pages to be elaboras
races
foot
races
and
Fairvlew.
Beal.
took
for
horse
The
thereafter
started
The
place iately
Ranger
shooting
well as other athletic sports were pullThere is some apprehension that
The territorial mounted police of- in a saloon.
ately Illustrated and bound
According to
S. TROOPS ORDERED OUT
"This year just closed has been the fice has received information of the
off at the ball park Saturday and
Beal) attempted to disarm Ca- Bell may not be able to reach Denver
ed
TO FIGHT FOREST FIRE
banner year for the territorial educa arrest of two- Russian Jews, who were viness, when the latter drew a
in time to open the convention tomor-.roSunday afternoon. Severe! horses were
tional Institutions as Is shown by the arrested at Des Moines, Union county,
noon. Telephone reports received
and attempted to kill the
entered. L. Baca's and the Cortez
dewith6.
effect
following brief statements:
the
war
to
latter
at
the
merchandise
Fairvlew
that
The
horses carrying off first prize while
officer,
the
are
grabbed
for
Washington, July
whereupon
peddling
Friday
out a license. They paid their fines Caviness gun and drew his own weap- roads are In such condition out of Lin- partment vtoday ordered Colonel W. S. Charles C. Closson's entries carried
Agricultural College.
College students, 1905-6- , 89; 1907-8- , of $9.60 each and were happy to get on. ' He shot Caviness twice once in coln that it is impossible to dispatch Shuyler, commander at Fort Huachuca off the second money easily. A burro
159.
on the Mexican border in southern race furnished a good deal of amuseout of it as easy as they did. At Clay- the left shoulder and once in the leg. trains.1905-6- ,
to
a
128;
was
1:30
a
The
man
wounded
At
had
Preparatory
ton
afternoon
this
o'clock
students,
Bry- Arizona, to render all possible assist- ment to the hundreds of people who
the day before they
paid
brought
. 1907-8- , 158.
fine of $24 for the same offense. The. hospital at Trinidad and Officer Beal an was assured that the Union Pacific ance In the suppression of a serious were witnessing the races. The boys'
fire ragtag ort Huachuca mountain In
peddlers are, brothers and gave their (went to Clayton where he surrendered
'
Continued On Pag Eight,
to the sheriff.':
Continued On Psfl Eight
Continued On Page Eight.
names as Harry and John Pons.
the Garris National Forest.

That New Mexico's school system
has kept pace with the remarkable
commercial and industrial growth of
the territory is shown by a brief special report Just Issued by Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark
for the year ending June 30th last. In
the course of his report Superintendent Clark says:
"The advancement in school conditions In our territory during the past
year has kept pace with our marvelous commercial and industrial growth.
The large Immigration of staunch pioneers has given strength to educational matters. Results are evident in
longer school terms, better qualified
teachers, higher wages for teachers,
Improved school buildings and larger
attendance of children, as well as In
many other ways.
"During the summer of 1907, the in
stitute attendance of teachers was the
largest in the history of our public
schools, CC5 teachers being enrolled,
(city teachers exempt). On January
15, 1908, 205 districts were reported
as having had no school for the pres-ent year, but 28,704 children had been
enrolled, (15,399 English speaking;
13,204 Spanish speaking; 101 negro,)
and 939 teachers were engaged in their
1
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, Sec'y-Trsa-

THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier......? .20
75
Dally, per month, by carrier
66
mail
by
month,
Daily, per
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

.......

$3.76
2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice In the Territory, and as a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
.

UNION

THE REPUBLICAN

NATIONAL TICKET.

William Howard Taft, of Ohio
James Schoolcraft Sherman, of New York

For President

For

Vic-Preside-

FAIRNESS AND JUSTNESS WILL
COUNT AFTER ALL.
It is certainly not good politics nor
i;ood policy for candidates of a political party who are ambitious for nomination to office to unjustly, unfairly and
with malice aforethought assault other citizens of the same party who desire to be nominated for tho same offices. Such a course can only re-aunfavorably upon Its originators and
promoters and to some extent prove
injurious to the party to which those
citizens named belong.
A case in point. The New Mexican
publishes below an editorial from the
Las Vegas Optic, under the heading.
This
"They Are All For Andrews."
screed is a prevarication, a
of facts and a falsification of
them. Of course It is republished by
the Albuquerque Morning Muckraker.
The New Mexican does not propose to
tell the Las Vegas Optic what to do
or what not to do. That Is the business
of that paper and the New Mexican is
not Its mentor. If the Optic places Itself in the same boat with the Albuquerque Morning Muckraker in Its
career of infamous libel and slander
nt

that

is

the Optic's business.

ROSWELL IN THE SWIM.
Roswell seems to be In the swim
nowadays and the New Mexican is
glad of It. There is not a more enterprising town in the Southwest and to
its credit be it said that it contains
about nineteen progressive,
public
spirited and loyal citizens to one
knocker and tax dodger and the former class of citizens is on the Increase.
News which Is deemed reliable is to
the effect that the Altus, Roswell and
El Paso railroad Is to be built from
Altus, Oklahoma, through the Pan
handle of Texas, through Chaves county to Roswell. The distance from Altus
to Roswell is about three hundred
miles. The city of Roswell is to con
in
tribute $100,000
stock,
depot
grounds and right of way through
Chaves county.
At a meeting of the Roswell Commercial club the proposition made by
the promoters and incorporators of
the railroad wai adopted by a large
majority. Roswell has many wealthy
citizens, who will find It no difficulty
to suDscriDe tne jioo.uuo and carry
out the provisions of the proposition
and they will toe forthcoming In a
hurry. Altus is a station on the St.
Louis and San Francisco railroad and
if this road is to be built it will give
the Pecos valley metropolis a short

THE CREDIT BELONGS TO ANDREWS SOLELY.
The sum of thirty thousand dollars
has been received by the city council
of Albuquerque, that being the appro
priation for the expense and maintenance of the Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress to bo held in the Duke
City commencing September 29th. The
funds have been turned over to the
Board of Control of tho Congress for
proper expenditure. Here, in a few
words, tho New Mexican presents to
the people of the territory a piece of
astounding and successful legislation
brought about by Delegate W. H.
Andrews and by him alone.
Governor Curry has Informed the
New Mexican that the credit for this
appropriation belongs to Delegate Andrews. Colonel R. E. Twitchell. secre
tary of the Board of Control of the
Congress, who was In Washington dur
ing the entire period In which Del
egate Andrews worked unselfishly and
persistently for the appropriation, has
iddressed a letter to the New (Mexi
can, two pages In length, typewritten,
of which the principal part has al
ready been published. Colonel Twit
chell, who Is a strong and Incisive
WTltet and talker, told the truth when
he stated that no man in Congress,
out of Congress or , anywhero could
have secured this appropriation no
matter how hard he tried and by whom
he was aided. Colonel Twitchell cares
not for the trash published by a few
papers which are controlled by half a
dozen men who enjoyed power and In
fluence under the Hagerman administration in northern New Mexico.
Again tho editorial slush printed in
which the abusers of Delegate Andrews are endeavoring to belittle his

eminent services as delegate to
Kress for the past three years
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ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW-

PTI0PL

FIRST

MAX FROST

BAUI

OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico

Santa Fe

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico,
In
1870
Established
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

President.

ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Assistant Cashier
Surplus ana

Capital Stock, $150,000.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN

undivided ProflU, 163,500.

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico

Las Cruces

Transacts a general banking business

A. W. POLLARD

District Attorney, Luna County.

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and

New Mexico

Doming

Its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and

EDWARD C. WA E

Practlcea In the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
New Mexico

and

extend to them as liberr.l treatment In all respects, as is consistent
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

E. C. ABBOTT
w

Practice In the District and Su
courts,
f rompi ana careiui
attention divert to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

exchange

of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and alms to

Offices.

Attorney-at-La-

col-

markets for

In all

foreign

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate

Attorney-at-La-

Las Cruces,

stocks

Loans

branches.

Its

all

in

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal

Attorney-at-La-

preme

4sBiBBb4a)huBSs1

A. B. RENEHAN
Attorney-at-La-

Practices In the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office In Catron block.

THE PALME

New Mexico

will Santa Fe,

have no influence and will bo of no
consequence.
The Board of Control of the
Congress has the thirty thousand
dollars, and owing to this liberal ap
propriation on the part of the United
States, secured solely and simply by
Delegate Andrews' labor and influence,
the Congress will be a great success.
The New Mexican gladly acknowl
edges the great value and Importance
of the aid and assistance given toy Gov
ernor Gaprge Curry in the important
matters pertaining to the Congress
and in the territory and in exciting
the enthusiasm and aid of all of the
people for it.
W. S. Hopewell, chairman, and R,
B. Twitchell, secretary of the Board
of Control, are also entitled to much
approval and commendation for the
fine and telling work they have done,
especially Colonel Twitchell, who is a
railroad attorney and who seems to
know to a dot how to pull the tough
legs of the railroad companies for aid
and help for the Congress. The people
of New Mexico know by experience
that It is very hard to get such help
from the railroad companies, especial'
ly in the line of a new and substantial
depot at Santa Fe and at Lamy, but if
any one man can work the railroad
companies, it is certainly Colonel
Twitchell.
The New Mexican is gratified to
give credit where it is due in every
case.

JULY

MONDAY,

N. M.

WILLIAM VAUGHN.

CHARLES F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-La-

GEORGE B. BARBER.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
.

The New Mexican, however, is very
FRANK W. CLANCY
friendly to Charles A. Spiesa of Las
Attorney-at-LaVegas, who has announced himself as
District Attorney For Second Judica candidate for the Republican nomial District. Practices in the District
ination for delegate. In a personal
Court and the Supreme Court of the
conversation a few days' ago with Mr. direct eastern outlet to the seaboard
Territory; also before the United
Spiess, the latter was assured that and straight and shorter connection
States Supreme Court In Washington.
were he to be nominated by the Re- with St Louis. The benefit to be de
New Mexico
.
Albuquerque.
publican convention the New Mexican rived by Roswell is almost dncalcuable
would supDport him as it would any and the
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
building of it will make it
Other candidate chosen by that body. one of the most
Attorneys-at-Latrade cent
important
This paper is very cordially inclined ers In the
Practice in the District Courts as
great Southwest. i
'
towards Mr. Spiess and therefore de
well as before the Supreme Court of
The splendid agricultural posslbllit
sires to say to Mm open and frankly
the
Territory.
that If he and his supporters are of les of southeastern New Mexico and
New Mexico
Las Cruces
Pecos Valley, will be dethe
especially
the opinion that they can help the
to a degree that can hardly
veloped
cause of Mr. Spiess and secure him
MARK B. THOMPSON
be
The agricultural products
delegates in the Republican conven- of imagined.
Attorney-at-Lalivethe
extensive
the
and
valley
tion or votes thereafter if he is nomiDistrict Attorney Eighth District
be
will
stock
interests
there
grazing
nated, by pursuing a course In the
Dona Ana, Mncoln and Otero coun
brought to the highest point of pro
newspapers which they control of dis- duction
ties.
to
the
of
usefulness
and
owing
seminating untrue and false charges short and
Las Cruces,
New Mexico
railroad outlet to
against Delegate W. H. Andrews', who the marketscheaper
consume
HARVIE
DUVAL.
will
that
everyhas a perfect right to be a candidate
Attorney-at-Laa few hun- WHERE DRY FARMING DOES PAY.
for delegate and whose official record thing in those lines within
The advice given the dry farmers Land, Mining and Corporation Law ex
Roswell.
miles
of
dred
in his three years' service is absoluteNew Mexico last autumn and win- clusively. Practice in all the District
The building of the road will not be of
ly above reproach and the best of any
ter
to cultivate their ground thorough- Courts and Supreme Court. Special at
delegate ever from New Mexico, Mr. expensive, as th esurveys so far have ly so as to retain its moisture for the tention to
perfecting titles and organSpiess and his friends will find them- shown that there will be no high coming summer, did not have much
and
izing
financing land and mining
selves badly mistaken. The New Mex- grades and no extensive cuts, tunnels
effect, for the farmers being mostly properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
road
The
and
or
costly bridges.
long
ican does not believe that the sensinewcomers did not feel the necessity Santa Fe,
New Moxico
d
ble and
Republican voters will be cheaply administered and will for such a course at that time for preH.Mr
DOUGHERTY
and
floods
of
from
be
the
free
danger
as well as the Democrats In the tercipitation was heavy, and ample It
Attorney-at-Laritory who have the best interests of other natural catastrophies that cost seemed, for growing crops. Many of
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
the commonwealth at heart will be railroads much money.
the dry farmers think differently now, trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
bambozzled by such truck. This paper
Roswell, toy its history for the past and they are more ready to try scienNew Mexico
has no fear of the evil effects of such seven years has shown and fully tific methods without which farming Socorro,
AND
CATRON
GORTNER
silly political tricks and republishes demonstrated that when it comes to without
in New Mexico canand Counsellors at Law
the editorial in full that the Republi- public improvements for the benefit not be Irrigation
Attorneys
success.
These
a
Office: Catron Block
can voters might know and might of the town Its people "get there with methods arepermanent new
although in Santa Fe,
nothing
New Mexico
both feet." The town today has over late
judge. The editorial reads:
years, the Campbell method has
sidewalks.
cement
It
L.
of
O. FULLEN
"The unanimity with which the forty miles
been advertised as a discovery or inAttorney-at-LaDemocratic newspapers of the terri- contains many fine private residences. vention of recent times. In Palestine
District Attorney Ninth District.
sixty and Syria selenitic dry farming has
tory are supporting the candidacy of Surrounding it are over
Office over First National Bank.
traveled been
Mr. Andrews for the Republican nom- miles of smooth, easily
immemorial
from
time
practiced
New Mexico
ination as delegate is remarkable. country roads kept In repair and main- under conditions which resemble those Roswell,
about
d
tained by the county authorities,
WILLIAM M'KEAN
They sing his praises like a
of New Mexico. Such farming on arid
chorus in comic opera, with the de- sixty automobiles are owned which land without artificial watering has
Attorney
butante Albuquerque Sun as the lead- indicates that there are many well-to-dbeen brought to the attention of the
Mining an : Land Law.
people who are not afraid to spend Agricultural Society of Germany, with Taos,
New Moxico
ing lady. Of course no one suspects
that there is any ulterior motive be- money for public Improvements or de- an explanation of the method. In Syhind their sweet song, for certainly cent private pleasure. The city has ria and Palestine, with practically no
JOHN ,K. STAUFFER
their altruistic editors are earnestly just voted nearly. $500,000 in bonds to rain from April to October, the fields
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print
working for the best interests of the be used for a water supply system, in Juy have been flourishing abundRepublican party and would do noth- sewerage system, street Improvements ance of watermelons, cucumbers, to- ing Company.
New Mexico
ing to Induce that party to adopt a and better school houses and accom- matoes and other products, and plants Santa Fe
bad policy. No, of course not. The San- modations; a handsome federal build- continue green and thriving until AuHAYWARD & FLEMMING
ta Fe New Mexican copies these laud- ing to cost $125,000, will be erected tumn. The secret lies in so plowing
atory articles as though It expected there during the next fifteen months that the winter rains are absorbed J. B. Real Estate and Insurance
Hay ward, U. S. Commissioner.
Mr. Andrews to be elected
by the and $75,000 have been appropriated and retained in the sub-soiThe plow
New Mexico
votes of his opponents." Las Vegas for the increase and construction of ing is shallow, averaging only four to Moriarty,
OSTEOPATHY
additional buildings for the New Mexi- six inches in depth and after the fall
Optic.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
The facts as far as the charge that co Military Institute which has, be harvest it follows each heavy rain as
and
most
celebrated
of
the
one
come
treats
acute
and
successfully
to
Democratic
of
as
soon
the
the
the
the territory
papers
dry,
ground begins
are unanimously "supporting the can- useful educational institutions of which jpupose being to keep a loose and fria chronic diseases1 without" dmn or
for consulta
didacy of Delegate Andrews" is silly the people of New Mexico are justly ble surface to take up the water and medicines. No charge
and the falsity of the charge is easily proud and which, In another two prevent its evaporation into .the air tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue,
p". m. 'Phone 156.
m.,
In the spring the Hours:
discovered and proven. There Is today years will accommodate a battalion from the sub-soiCONY T. BROWN
but one really Democratic paper in of four hundred cadets. The New land is plowed to a depth of about six
the territory and that Is the Dally Sun Mexico Military Institute today, al- inches. The' seed is dropped by the
Mining Engineer.
of Albuquerque. This paper acts upon though only ten years old, is already plow upon moist sub-soand it Is covSecretary and Treasurer New Mexi
the Democratic principals enunciated classed among the 'highest rank of ered by the closing up of the loose co School of Mines.
and sub-so- li
which furnishes sufficient socorro,
New Mexico
by Thomas Jefferson and the fathers such educational institutions
of the Democracy. It supports Dele- ranks In the war department list as of moisture for plant growth during the
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.'.'
because the highest graed.
entire dry season..
gate Andrews for
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
of
desirous
The water supply of Roswell, arteit Is sincerely
obtaining
Water Supply, Railroad
Irrigation,
statehood for New Mexico and Is sure sian, rivers and lakes, is practically
There are two or three contempor- anu .uriuge jDuiiaing.
of Andrews inexhaustible and the surrounding aries of the New Mexican in north santa Fe,
that with the
n6w Mexico
this overwhelming wish of the people country for miles Is becoming thor- ern New Mexico that insist in playing
W.
E.
HART
will be gratified. There are about twen- oughly civilized and resembles the with live, hot and fiery political coals.
Architect
Democratic papers in the valley of the Nile except that pro- They are welcome to the game. Those
ty
Plans,
specifications
and supervis
of
and
of
are
all
them
energetic
must
public
into
gressive,
their
hands
Nearly
fire
who
spirited
hot
territory.
put
ion. Address: Rooms 5 and 6 Pioneer
the Bryan brand. Not one of these American citizens are residents in- expect to toe burned.
Building.
has supported Delegate W. H. Andrews stead of the "unspeakable Turk and
New Mexico
and not one of them but assails and the Fellahs" of the valley of the Nile.
The New Mexican Printing company East Las Vegas,
New
The
New
Mexican
The
him
today bitterly.
sincerely hopes Is prepared to furnish cards de rlate
fights
Mexican has no controversy with the that the railroad project now on the for ladies and for gentlemen on short
It Is an admitte i tact that real es
Optid. That paper will naturally, pur I tonla anil fMatiiaaaA tWo will hA. notice In first class style at reason tate, financial men and merchants all
sua Its own line of action. This is come an accomplished fact and all In- - able prices, either engraved or print- say that quickest and best results are
simply written as te friendly bint and dications point that such will be so in ed. Call In the New Mexican Printing obtained by advertising In the New
Mexican.
company.
lor the food of the Republican party, one year and a half.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.

New Mexico

Lincoln County.
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One of the Best Hotels in the West
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Land and Mining business a spec
ialty.
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HOTEL
LAC0M8 & QABLB, Proprietor!.
American and European

Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. 8team
Heated. Electric Mghted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Preaa the Button we do the rest.

Coronado

(Hotel
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Short Order Bestanrait in the City
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CENTRAL LOCATION.
Prices are Reasonable
K. C. Meats always on hand
Everthing in the season
Rooms in connection, 50c and &
up Hot Cold Water Rith,
u.

luce

Electricted lights every room good one,
merrera, Proprietor,
Santa Fe,

New Mexico.
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NEW MEXICO.

'

"The West Point of the Southwest."
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Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Army
A. V

Through Academic course, preparing voun?

wen for coliepo or for business life.

l.
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,

5

il

It

'TV. At

X'JL

.

Great
amount of Jopen air work. Ilealthiets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos
Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day,' but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Offlcers.and Instructors, all Gradu
ates from J'Stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modernjn all respects.
REGENTS E. iA. Cahoon, President: W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.
a uyni! A
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
Address.
COL JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.
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VV thing on Earth
try a
NLW MLAKJAN WANT AD.

It will positively bring results.
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GET INSIDE.
Your Friends and Neighbor In Santa Fe Will Show You How.
Rubbing the back won't cure back-

ache.

A liniment may relieve, but can't
cure,
Backache comes from the inside
from the kidneys.
Doan'8 Kidney P.ills get inside
They cure sick kidneys.
Here Is Santa Fe jiroof that this is
so:
Louis West, living at 225 Manhattan
street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Off
and. on for a couple of years I was
troubled by a dull, heavy aching in the
small of my back. I tried many remedies and used plasters but derived little benefit. A neighbor finally recommended Doan's Kidney Pills, and I procured a box at Ireland's drug store.
The result of a short use was sp satisfactory that I continued taking them
until the pain in my cack left me entirely and the secretions from the kidneys became more free and natural.
From that time to this I have had no
trouble of any kind from my kidneys.
I shall always speak well of Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllburCo.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
n

States.
Remember the name
take no othe'r.
"

Doan's

and

"

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, ?5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $0; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
Flexible
Sheriff's
full leather, $3;
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks,

NEW MEXICO REPORTS
VOLUMENUMBER 13
Just Issued From Press of New

Ro-we-

between Santa Fe and Torrance Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Roswell, $10.00. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager Automobile' Line. -

INHERITANCE

n

Printing Company Essential
to Every Attorney.
Volume 13, of the reports of cases
argued and determined in the supreme court of New Mexico Is now
ready for distribution among the members of the bar. No law library in New
Mexico is complete without It and to
the practicing attorney It Is absolutely
necessary. Justices of the peace, U. S.
commissioners, court officials and all
others
who
are
In
interested
the Interpretation
of
the law,
law,
especially the New Mexico
by the highest court of the territory,
should have the volume at their elbow. It Is compiled by Judge A. J.
Abbott, the supreme court reporter,
and federal attorney for the Pueblo
Indians, and his experience on the
bench, as practicing attorney and as
the author of previous volumes of Reports, assures that volume 13 has been
carefully edited and Indexed. The typographical work and binding Is 'by
the New Mexican Printing company
which Is being complimented upon the
fact that it Is the best printed and
best bound volume of New Mexico Reports thus far Issued. The price pr
volume, $2.70, Is lower than that of
any previous volume. To this 30 cents
should be added for postage, if volume
Is ordered by mail. The edition is limited and orders will be filled in the
sequence of their receipt.
Cents Is the Price of
Peace.
The terrible itching find smarting
Incident to certain skin diseases, Is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlain's Salve. Price, 2" cents.
For sale by all druggists.

Twenty-Fiv- e

No.

7519.)

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Offlce at Santa Fe, N. M.
June 15, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Santiago Gurule, of Glorleta, N. M., who, or.
May 21st, 1903, made Homestead
No. 7519, for lot 3, SB
NW
NB
SW
section fl,
.township 15 N. range 11 E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the Cth day of
August, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: Andres Garcia, Tlbursio Montoya, Francisco Montoya and Jose de la Suz
Moya, all of Glorleta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
n

4

five-yea-

.,

.

Register.

:

The New Mexican Printing company Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Di
arrhoea Remedy Would Have
will do your lob work With neatness
Saved Him $100.00.
and dispatch.
"In 1902 I had a very severe attack
of diarrhoea," says R. N. Farrar, of
Cat Island, La. "For several weeks I
Beer was unable to do anything. On March
The Famous
18, 1907, I had a similar attack, and
took Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy, which gave me
Sole Agent for
prompt relief. I consider it one of the
medicines of its kind in the
best
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER world, and had I used
it in 1902 beme a hunsaved
lieve
have
It
would
And All Kinds of Mineral Waters.
dred dollar doctor's bill." Sold by all

Falstaff

HENRY KRICK
SODA WATER,
Desire.
Flavor

druggists.

you

Any

No truth is more forcibly manifested in physical life than the old saying
like begets like for just as the offspring of healthy ancestry are blessed
with pure, rich blood, insuring health and strength, so the children of blood
tainted parentage inherit a polluted circulation to burden their existence
with disease and suffering. Swollen glands about the neck, brittle bonei,
wealc eyes, pale, waxy complexions, running sores and ulcers and general
poor health, are the usual ways in which Scrofula is manifested. In some
cases the blood is so filled with the scrofulous germs and tubercular matter
that from birth life is made miserable with suffering. Others who inherit
the disease succeed in holding the trouble in check during young, vigoroua
life, but when the system has begun to weaken and lose its natural vitality,
and especially after a spell of sicknecs, the ravages of the disease will commence, and in a great many cases terminate in Consumption. S. S. S. is the
very best treatment for Scrofula. It renovates the entire circulation and
drives out the scrofulous and tuberculai
deposits. S. S. S. is the greatest of all blood
purifiers, and it not only goes to the very
bottom of the trouble and removes the cause
and cures the disease, but it supplies the
weak, anaemic blood with the healthful
PURELY VEGETABLE properties it is in need of. S. S. S. is made
entirely of healing, cleansing roots, herbi
and barks, and is an absolutely safe remedy for young or old. Book ei
the blood aud auy medical advice about Scrofula given free of charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.

3 o kzs oryo
3

LAS VEGANS SECURE

IMPORTANT

STORING
FRANCHISE

and Brother to Furnish Kansas Town With Natural
Gas.

Or. E. B. Shaw

Phone 38.
Santa Fe. N. M.

The New Mexican Printing company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
ell them at five cents In book form.

Indian awl

IN

LAKE

Hcan

Wares

and Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Gamete and Other Gems .
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Beat of Everything In Our Line.

0J0 CALIEflTE
These celebrated Hot Springs are located In the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellings, twenty-fivof Santa
north
miles
and
Taos,
fifty
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters, is
from 90 to 122 degree. The gases are
:arbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire year
round. There le now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People Buffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich
e

Bar-anc- o

HOT SPRINGS.
est alkalin Hot Springs In the world.
The efficiency of these waters has
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to in the following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,' La
etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; 915 per week; $50 per month.
8tage meete Denver trains and waits
for Santa Fe train upon request. This
resort ie attractive at all seasons and
Is open all winter. Passengers for OJo
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars address:

':

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Olo Caliente, Taos County.
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Kttdaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

We make a specialty of DBVELOPINO, PRINT- INO and ENLARGING. Mall Order Given Prompt

Attention. Send for Catalogue.
HOWLAND A DKWIY COMPANY,
111 t, Broadway, Las Anaelee, Celff
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Carlsbad Irrigation
Project Finally
Put in Commission Farmers
and Ranchers Happy.

East Las Vegas, N. M July C Dr.
Carlsbad, X. M., July fi. For the
prominent physician of first time since it was finished, wathis place, in company with his broth- ter is being stored in Lake Avalon of
er, is the main stockholder In a gas the Carlsbad project and there is now
company which has secured a fran- over ten feet of water In the lake with
chise to furnish gas to the city of Em the rise still coming. In consequence
poria, Kansas. The gas wells are lo the officers of the Reclamation Service
cated near Cottonwood Falls, a dis- and the farmers generally are feeling
tance of twenty-fivmiles from Em Rood as all prospects of a drouth are
poria. The laying of the pipe will be pone for Rood. It was an impressive
commenced immediately.
The com sight to see the water creeping over
pany owning the ga9 wells controls the dry and dusty bed of the lake
over fifty thousand acres of land ad- where cattle were grazing a few days
joining the wells.
ago. Now a steamboat could be run
The appointment of Dr. B. S. Go wen on the lake and make quite a trip.
a member of the faculty of the New
There have
been good rains all
Mexico University, to succeed W. E.
through the Pecos Valley both to the
Garrison as president of the universi- north and south of Carlsbad and
they
ty, has met with great approval here. do not seem to ' e over yet. The farmThe board of regents have not as yet ers and stockmen therefore are enappointed a successor to Dr. Gowen's thusiastic over the prospects for bountplace in the iucutty.
eous crops.
J. H. Hicks, a partner with A. A.
The Carlsbad Commercial club and
Jones of this city In large ranch and
the people generally feel very enthuscattle interests in Guadalupe county,
iastic over the prospects of a railroad
left the first of the week for his ranch
between here and El Paso. This is the
Mr.
after a sojourn of a week here.
railroad proposed by the El
Hicks reports good rains as having
Townsite and Development comgreatly Improved the prospects for the
of which A. Courchesne of El
pany
of
his
cattle and farming interests
Paso is the head. Mr. Courchesne is a
county.
man of standing and means and the
Hon. Charles A. Spiess who 'has anhere have every faith in the
nounced himself as a candidate for people
proposition.
delegate to Congress, was the orator
Dr. Charles M. Whicher of Carlsbad
of the clay for the Fourth of July celehas been appointed by Governor Curry
bration at Cimarron.
Rev. J. N. Armstrong, a revivalist, as a delegate to the International Tuis working under the direction of the berculosis congress to be held in the
Disciples church here in a series of city of Washington, D. C, next fall.
The threshing of the Carlsbad oats
meetings. The services are held in a
large tent and will be continued for crop was practically finished last week
and the result was both gratifying
ten days longer.
Charley Rhoades, who has been and surprising to the farmers who
signed by the Cincinnati Reds of the planted it for the first time in this
National League, is a New Mexican valley last fall. The crop all the way
and makes his home in Las Vegas.
through averaged over forty bushels
Rev. Richard A. Morley, formerly to the acre and the grain Is of the
pastor of the Methodist church here highest quality. A great deal of It will
hut now occuping a supernumerary be saved for seed as there will be a
, large acreage planted
this fall. The
relation, organized a church at
miles
of
a
north
crop is especially cahiabie for putting
twenty
here,
Paso-Carls-ba- d

week ago Sunday.
Rev. Henry VanValkenherg, pastor
of the M. E. church, loft Monday night
for the southern part of the territory
where he will spend a month's

Contract Let For Improvements
to
St. Josephs' Sanitarium Other
Grant County News.

San Francisco 8treat

A Kennedy

E. B. Shaw, a

BUILDING ADDITION TO
SILVER CITY HOSPITAL

527
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WATER

Wat-rous-

Mall Orders
Orders Filled for Any Amount.
will Receive Prompt Attention.

Montezuma Avenue.

OF DISEASE AND SUFFERING

e

(Homestead Application

4,

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automoblls
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
ll
Automobile leaves Torrance for
at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. Th fare

Mexl-ca-
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raw land into shape for alfalfa and
fruit and for cleaning fields of weeds
and grass and at the same time making
a profit for the farmer.

BAWDY HOUSES
CLOSED AT ROSWELL

STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the new A. T. & S. F. Cut-Of- f
for the distribution of
freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route to th
East and West ,and direct communication with all points in the
Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-Of- f
is open. Sur
rounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New Mexteo. The
geographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico, The water
S. F. short line
point on the great A. T.
through New Mexico, Willard it
a growing town. Willard will make a city. Study the map. For information
call or address
FRANK L. WALRATH, RF.AL ESTATE,. .
Willard, New Mexico.

OUR FLAC
OTTO RETSCH, Proprietot
'ir
Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEER.
FROM A PINT UP

""

ANY QUANTITY

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

SANTA

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

FE NM

CO.

&

120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carriages.
yTTTTTTTTTyTTTTTTTTfTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTfrTrTt

A Perfumed Luxury for the Bath
As invigoratinsr as a Sea Bath.
hoftens Hard water,
cents.
flaws

a

BATHASWEET RICE POWDER
At

An

a

BtOTetXR-uev- M

rnulM bru

Vegetable and Antlseptlcally Pure.

ami Chafine. Softwt Baby PowM

&mbiirn

uxi nee powder, white or pink.

City Administration WIH Strictly En
force Comprehensive Ordinance
Recently Passed.

Roswell, N. M., July C In keeping
Silver City, N. M.. July C. H. S. with an ordinance passed recently by
Gilbert, the contractor and builder, the city council, every bawdy house in
closed.
The
has been awarded the contract to build the city has been
a substantial addition to the St. Jo- ordinance Is a comprehensive one and
seph's Sanitarium. The Improvements It is believed that the present administration will enforce it strictly.
are to cost upwards of $5,000.
The movement which resulted in
Rev. O. N. McBrlde, a graduate of
Baylor University, Waco, Texas, and the extermination of the social evil
formerly pastor of the Baptist church began with the fights made by the saat Alvardo, Texas, has accepted a call loons a few months ago for lower license. A mass meeting called to proto the Baptist church here.
The little son of Rev. W. A. Nich- test against the action of the city
olas, who accidentally shot himself council in lowering the saloon license
a week ago is recovering from his in also took up tho matter of bawdy
juries. The Nicholas family have been houses. It is considered here that the
spending a month on the B. T. Link ordinance passed by the city council
ranch near Central and Rev. (Nicholas covers the matter thoroughly,
is absent in the northern part of the
territory where he is engaged in work RUSTLERS SHIPPING
for the Children's Home Society, of
STOLEN HORSES EAST
which he is a field worker.
Clark Rodgers has purchased
the
Although they found four stolen
Mule Shoe brand of horses consisting horses in a train load of stock being
of over three hundred head of high shipped from Arizona to the eastern
bred animals. His range is in west markets when they went through a
ern Grant county. The herd was start- train at the stock yards of the Ated many years ago by William Bates. chison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
V. T. Manville, grand master of the
company west of Albuquerque last
I. O. O. P. for New Mexico, is itinerat
week, Captain of Mounted Police Fred
ing New Mexico in the interests of the Fornoff, and Lieutenant Olds', of the
order. He Is on his annual tour of Arizona
decided
Wat
Rangers,
inspection and will he absent for a four flea bitten animals were not
month.
worth the trouble necessary not only
to themselves but to tho railroad so
allowed the train to proceed with the
Boy's Life Saved.
had
a
animals. The cost of feeding the hors
little
four
My
years old,
boy,
severe attack of dysentery. We had es and returning them to their righttwo physicians; both of them gave ful owners would have been more
him up. We then gave him Chamber than they were worth.
lain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea
The horses came out of a big bunch
Remedy which cured him and believe stolen recently frmo Arizona ranchthat saved his life. William H. Strol men. All the horses found on the train
ing, Carbon Hill, Ala. There Is no doubt were branded with the Circle brand.
doubt but this remedy saves the lives What became of the others is not
of many children each year. Give it known and the officers fear that all
'with castor oil according to the plain the hunch were shipped through to
printed directional and a cure Is cer- - eastern markets In lots of four and six J
'tain. For sale by all druggists.
along with other stock.
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The kind that grows with your library
that will fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that Is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
bookcase made. Fitted with
roller-bearidoors; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send forcatalog 105 with interior
non-bindin-

g,

views snowing arranfifirqeQt m .library ,parlor,etc
New Mexican Printing Company.
thecal agents, Santa Fe. N. M.
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THE BIG STOIiE.1
a visitor In Albuquerque
latter part of last week.

ipUCEfEJIlT

Mid-Seas-

cos.

District Clerk and Mrs. F. C. Wilson left thia forenoon on an outing to
the Van Vllet ranch on the upper

,

1856.

JULY

(cJtini no

Ui

1

6, 1908.

INCORPORATED

Selkman Bros

during the

Rov. and Mrs. W. R. Dye, Miss Dye,
Miss DuVal and Miss Boyle, left today
for Wlnsor's Ranch on the upper Pe-

On account of thedemandin our cloth
ing department will make another
offer for one week longer commencing MONDAY 22nd and ending

MONDAY,

ESTABLISHED

Miss M. E. Dissette, of this city, was

ANOTHER

,

1903.

Co.

Clearing Sale

on

A

Commencing Wednesday,

1st-

we

July
Inaugurate our
Mid Season Clearing Sale. This
wondeif ul sale of deslr

Pecos.

-

Judge Ira A. Abbott of the Second
bar9aln opportunities
a,5.fi.mercJiand,sc!?ffes
Judicial district court, has left Albuhave
been
you
for.
waiting
querque for Haverhill, Massachusetts,
Our aim Is to reduce the stock on hand and we
on a month's vacation.
are
D. I), Bronson, Inspector of the forno consideration. Come in
giving
profits
early. It
estry service with headquarters in
means money in your pocket and don't
Albuquerque, reached the city yester
forget the date
day on official business. He is a guest
Wednesday July 1st to Wednesday July 15th.
at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. 12. V. Chaves of Albti- I I
I. HI TXUI Oil IMtCUB.
II
qtierque spent Saturday and Sunday
In the
LADIES Fine Waists beauti
Miss
Clara
visiting
city
Olson,
LADIES Skirts in Voiles.
who Is a sister of Mrs. Chaves and alfully trimmed. ExceptionalPanama, Mohair, ete. New,
so to spend the Fourth.
I
ly well made of the best
(ONSTIfATlON
Colonel George W. Prlchard is in
styles and all shades.
Lincoln on legal business.
quality fabrics.
He has
cases before the term of the district
IT
l
.ad
court for Lincoln county which commenced its sessions today.
Mrs. W. M. Tabor of Glorieta. wife
of the manager of the Glorieta Mer
cantile and Live Stock company, and
MUSLIN Underwear BeauseClearing sale of Men's ClothSt
James r.BRLLAHiT7SBr"
son, were visitors in town Saturday
tiful garments handsomely
ing. Without a question the
and Sunday. They registered at the
' n
trimmed
of
made
the
greatest
clothing opportutf
Claire.
g.
I"
a, at
very
offered the men of
pver
C. Buell, connected with the San
F.
nity
best
fabrics.
wu-th- es
this citv.
ta Fe Gold and Copper company at
SNAPPY ANDUP-TO.DATE- ,
San Pedro, was among Saturday's ar
ALL AT COST.
rivals in the city. He registered at the
Sold and Recommended by
Claire hotel and visited friends while
2
FISCHER DRUG 8TORE.
here.
On Thursday, Professor W. O. Coa
nor and Percy F. Knight, will leave
t
on a horseback journey over the In the Democratic convention. For many
Mr.
"
Greenwald
has managed a
dlan Creek trail to the upper Pecos, years
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.'
where they will spend several days flouring mill In Socorro.
MONEY TO LOAN
Miguel Herrera, merchant and farm
fishing.
er at Nambe. was among those who
On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Mr. and 'Mrs. D. .1. Herron of Las
Ball bearing Lawn mowers. Grass Catchers,
spent tho Fourth of July and yesterLoans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates are
Vegas were among the Fourth of July
Something New in Lawn Sprinklers, Garden Hose,
In the
He was accompanied
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
guests at the Palace hotel. Mr. Herron day Desideriocity.
nose Reels, Lawn Rakes. Fruit Sprayers.
Cordova, a feed merch
by
represents a meat packing firm and ant
at
farmer
and
Espinosa, Colorado.
visits Santa Fe frequently. They en
Both enjoyed their visit here greatly.
at SALMON Store.
Joyed their visti.
Judge Edward A. Mann of Almogor- Elias Clark and family of Alcalde,
who delivered the Fourth of July
do,
were among the Fourth of July visit
address
at Estancia, Is now in Lincoln
ova in town on the Fourth and also
where today ho opened the summer
Phone 108.
Phone 108.
spent Sunday as guests at the Pal- term of the district
court for Lincoln
ace hotel. Mr. Clark is a well known
The largest and the only
store in Santa Fi.
Charles P. Downs of Alamo- county.
merchant at Alcalde.
gordo, clerk of the court, Is also in
County Commissioner Jose I. Rolbal attendance.
of Nambe, and County Commissioner
Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo. reached Judge and Mrs. N. B. Laughlln left
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding town this forenoon and attended the yesterday for Denver, where the judge
will be present at the Democratic pow
Mill on the New Mfmnn.ii Prinfintr f!nnmnT),r
:
regular quarterly session of the board wow which
meets tomorrow in the
of county commissioners.
Hon. W. B. Walton and wife, of Queen City of the Plains. Their two
daughters, the Misses' Ruth and Helen
Silver City, Grant county;
wfcre
and will visit
accompanied
passengers for Denver yesterday. Mr. friends while them,
there.
Walton Is one of the leading Demo
Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Law who have
crats of this territory and went to
been East for the past two weeks have
Denver to attend the Democratic nareturned and are registered at the
tional convention as a delegate.
Palace. Mr. Law Is the president of
Judge W. H. Pope, District Attorney the New Mexico Central
Railroad com
L. O. Fullen and District Court Clerk
this
pany,
the
consolidation
of
being
S. I. Roberts, all of Roswell, are in
Spading Forks, Rakes and Shovels.
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the
Alaska
Portales, Roosevelt county, where a
Refrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
Albuquerque Eastern Railway.
special term of the district court for
Screen Doors and Windows,
t'robate Judge Victor Ortega of
that county was called this morning.
nam mocks, Croquet sets.
Chlmayo, was Jn town today presiding
J. W. Sullivan,
superintendent of over
the sessions of the probate court
the mines of the New Mexico Fuel and
Iron company, at Hagan, has return- of Santa Fe county. Considerable bus
The
ed from a three weeks' visit and vaca- iness was brought before him. among
Complete Line of Hardware in the City.
tion spent at Los Angeles and other which was the application for probate
of the last will and testament of the
points In southern California.
Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.
T. R. Frankenberger. in commercial late Most Reverend Archbishop Peter
WOOD-DAVI- S
business at Espanola. was a cueat at Bourgade.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hayward of Mo- the Claire Saturday and Sunday. He
came to review the Fourth of July pro riarty were interested visitors In the
ceedings. H. L. Pollard was with him city Saturday and Sunday. Mr. Hay- and they returned home last evening ward 19 in the real estate and insur- ance business in the growing town of
overland
John Greonwald, a well known So which he Is a resident and renorts
corro citizen, and a member of the conditions quite satisfactory, although
"unterrified" Democracy, was a Dass- but little rain so far has fallen and
enger for Denver yesterday to take In that rain is greatly needed. They were
guests at the Claire.

that

SATURDAY 27th a reduction of
$7 50 of every suit made to order
of the great line of LAMM & Co. or
$3.50 on the celebrated line of
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX.
This is $2.50 better than our offer
last week which was only a reduction of $5.00 per suit. You are all
invited to come at once can
cure your choice. This is the time
in a i yuu can uuy a line sun ui
I
for little monev. NATHAN

ilFWMPuijrH

ih

$2.00 to $10.00

50cts to $5.00

P--'

tliP YuA wnrlr ami !

SALMON

you wear the clothes.

j

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES

Win. FAI(Ar

NATHAN SALMON.
te

t

j)

if

I PJtL

STRAWBERRIES AND CHERRIES

Field and 6arden Seed.

FRESH DAILY

Everything

Good to

Eat

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

fn Solitaire Canned Goods

Iost

Solitaire Tea and Coffee

Ph,r

HDW. CO.

Have no Equal.

Winter Grocery

Southeast Corner Plaza, 8anta Ft.

CALL

Co.

Telephone

No.

wj Cough Caution

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Bindin
PvinJ-inPM nn trio "NTow

rAina

In The Early

or late Summer days there is
nothing so stylish, handsome
and dignified as a Prince Albert
or cutaway suit artistically
made and elegantly furnished,
such as a tailor who understands
his business can fiit you out
with, If you are not "the glass
of fashion and mould of form"
there is no one that can make
you so like.

Julius Puralter
i

Comer Washington & Palace Aves

Hm

from itapl cold ocly rou ihouM
ooni
UW&yi Hel, iOOthB. UdMMtlM irritated hnm.
thltX tntMi. Voat blindly nranu It with
itopflfylof poison. Iff itranft how joma thlnw
wunr come atwut. For twtotr ywn Or. Shoo
Ui constmilf warned people not to takacongk
lzturei or BmeriDtioni aanteinln Oninm
Chloroform, or ilmlUrpolioni. ind now a llttl
h--

n

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

5err. potltivelr aerti doIiob rata hin

Xfrn-rina-

Ap SEE

nMs;

Tn

luetnongh-Coofi-

Mi

mn Tut It on

theUbel,

U poisoni an in your Conch Mixture." Qoodl
Very good 1 1 HenaftertorthbTerrneionraothm

nd othen, ihoald lnilit on ha Tint Sr. Bhoop'i
vooga van. No poUon marki on Dr. Bhoop'i
labeli-t- nd
none In the medicine, elie it must by
law be on the label. And lt'i not only lafe. but It
it laid to be by thoee that know It bert, a truly remarkable oonsh remedy. Cake no chance then,
particularly with your children. Intlit on havlnf
Dr. Bhoop'i Couch Cure. Compare cartfullr the
Dr. Snoop package with othen and note the
diiferenc. No potoon marki there I Yon eu
alwayi be on the eaie tide by demaadlnc

Dr. Shoop's

Cough Cure
me ireiana r'narmacy.

(Continued

On Page Eight.)
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NOTICE.
iNotice

is nereby

j?lven.

that

Diamonds, Watclies, Clocks

a

meeting of the stockholders of the
Santa Fe Central Railway company
on
1908 at
second.
September
the 'general
office
of the com
pany In the city of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, nas neen called by the Board
of Directors, for the nuroose of tak
ing Into consideration an agreement
of consolidation and merger of the
Santa Fe Central Railway comnany
and the Albuquerque Eastern Railway
company, and taking a vote, by ballot, for the adoption or rejection of the
same, and for the transaction of any
other business that may be brought
before, the meeting.
W. C. HAGAN,

8

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and I eather Ebony
"

Goods.

'

V apnz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Secretary.

Phonographs.
"The Racket" has on sale the Victor
line
$50.00

$10.00,
$22.00,
$30.00, $40.00,
and $60.00. 20 dozens new rec

ords to pick from. Hear your record
before you buy and save express
charges.

TljE

tyUTUAL

BUILDljNG & L OA fT ASSOCIATION

of Santa Fe,

Ji ty

;

INCORPORATED 1887
Become a member at any time. Continuous Series ol Stock. An Ideal war to
or
to build homes.
save money
CHAS HABPKLMATH, President.
s
R. J. ORIOHTON Secretary.
Ji P. VICTORY, Solicitor,
Room 18 Laughlln Block.

II

f

.SXm.t.t,.

JOLD

TIME REMEDIES AND PRIVATE RECIPES

fA JWVe put up the old time Remedy with the same skill and bd,
care that we use in filling the Doctor's prescriptions. V
n

For Satisfactory handling "hurry up" work and emergency demands we are noted.

CONSULT US NOW.

ZOOK'fS
PHARMACY
lac.
JPIZONtt 213
PHONE 213

r'
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Tnoipcil LADIES
iui muj
For Fine Bargains in
Hats and general line
of Millinery go to

Weather forecast

for New
Mexico: Showers and cooler
tonight and Tuesday, except
fair In extreme west portion.

dealers realize that FUEL ECONOMY IS THE MOST
Attractive feature in a range to any thoughful buyer-Mosof this economy talk Is just talk, without rea
son but we can show you why the MONAFT H will cut
.down your tuel bills. Ordinary cast Iron and steel
ranges Waste Fuel because bolts work loose, joints
loosen, putty falls out and air leaks occurallover it.
t

MU6LER

MISS. A.
FOR RENT Six
modern
room,
house. Apply to Leo Hersch.
Southeast Corner Plaza,
Bishop J. M. Kendrlck preached In
the Church of the Holy Faith yesterIf you are thrifty, you have some of your money left over.
day forenoon and will fill the puplit
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
again next Sunday.
The New Mexican Printing com
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. and
pany has prepared civil and criminal
to a few dimes or nickels a day-the- re
A. Masons, will hold its regular month- dockets
are going to be a great
especially for the uso or juswill
ly communication this evening at Ma- tices ot the peace. They are especial
in
many days
your life; and these dimes and nickels
sonic ha)l at 7:30 o'clock. Visiting Ma- ly
grow into a good large sum.
ruled, with printed headings, in
sons are cordially invited to be pres- either
made of
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
Spanish or English,
ent.
good record paper, strongly and durmight change your whole financial condition; Might mean
The dance Saturday night at the ably bound with leather back and
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
rink was under the auspices covers and canvas sides, have full
skating
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.
of the local lodge of the Fraternal Un index In front and the fees of justices
ion of America. The big rink was of the peace and constables printed
crowded to Its utmost canacitv and in full on the first page.
The pages
the local lodge netted the neat sum are 10
Inches. These books are
Why it just means making a man of you.
of $92 from the dance.
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
Making you free to do as you wish.
C. J. Bacon, the local ice dealer, separate ot 32 pages each, or with
Making you and your family happy and contented.
takes the Las Vegas Optic to task for both civil and criminal bound In one
saying last week that Santa Fe is book, SO pages civil and 320 pages
compelled to send to Las Vegas for criminal. To Introduce them they are
ts lee. Mr. Bacon's Ice houses are offered at the following prices:
$2.75
ell filled and he is prepared to send Civil or Criminal
THE UNITED STATES
ANO TRUST COMPANY
car load lots to other points besides Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
applying the local demand.
for a
pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.
The W. C. T. U. will meet, with docket, or 55 cents additional
sent
be
will
combination
docket,
they
Mrs. W. B. Sloane on Hillside avenue
tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. Mrs. by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
State
Patterson of Oklahoma City, will give full must accomi any order.
or
whether
Spanish
English
talk on the temperance crusade and plainly
conditions in the new state of Oklaho printed heading Is wante.
ma. Every ono interested Is Invited
to attend the meeting.
Ths New Mexican ess go printing
Manager S. B. Grlmshaw of the San equal to that done in any of the large
ta Fe Central Railway has Granted a cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
peoial rate of a single fare for work we turn out. Try our stock once
the round trip for the meeting of the and you will certainly come again. We
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
New Mexico Bar association at Santa have all the facilities for turning out
Fe, and has written the other New every class of work, Inoludlng one of
BUGGIES, SURR1ES.
Mexico railroads to grant a similar the best binderies In the West.
concession. The tickets are to bo nlac- d on sale, Saturday, August 29th to
VISITING CARDS.
Monday, August 31, with a return lim
Engraved cards ae viste and wed
it to Saturday, September 5th. This ding invitations a specialty at the New
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
reduced rate will assure the coming Mexican printing office.
Any one
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.
of a large crowd to Santa Fe during standing In need of such will do well
that week.
to call at this office and examine sam
Among the busiest men in the city ples, style of work and prices.
last Saturday was Dr. J. A. Cassncr,
the dentist in the Kahn block on the
south side of the Plaza. A great many
of the visitors from the Estancia Val
Call at "The Racket" and see the
ley called upon him for professional new Royal Typewriter. Racket prices
services and during the entire twelve
$65.00. None better at any
YOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED
hours of the day he found scarcely prevail, All latest
Improvements.
price.
n
time to eat one meal. Dr. Cassner is
wheu you strike this establishment
fast establishing a reputation as a
We handle nothing but
careful, skillful and obliging dental
Cream and tyilk
FIRST-CLAS- S
FLOUR AND FEED practicloner and secures a good deal For Pure
of business In this city and In the sur
Telephone No. 148 Red
Those who have dealt with us don't rounding country.
have to be told how excellent our speWe Comply with the
The following members of the post- cialties are: And those who don't office force are
Pure Food Laws.
va
their
annual
taking
know out flour and feed are losing cation this week:
Vicente Alarid.
something every day they remain u& Railway Clerk J. E. Wood, for whom
acquainted. If you are one of these Substitute Clerk Theodore E. Harris
you should give us a trial order at of Fort Collins,
Colorado, Is on duty;
once.
We Have for Dessert ?
and Railway Mail Clerk L. A. Jones
who is at Jemez Springs, and for whom
Sole Agency For
Try .T K LL-- t lie dill n t y, n DDct lzlim
Substitute Clerk Charles J. Sullivan Is niloal
dossort. Can be prepared Instantly
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
on duty. There being no vacation hire simply mid IxitlliiK water and serve when
cool.
Flavored Just Hunt: sweetened Just
aflowance for postofflce clerks this
right: perfect in every way. A 10c. package
for a large family,
year, the duties of the absent clerk makes enoutrh dessert
ffrocers sell It. 1 oif t accept substitutes
must be assumed by the remainder of All
JEI.L-Pure Food Laws.
all
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
with
compiles
7 flavors:--LemoOraiiKe, Raspberry, Straw
the clerical force.
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
berry, Chocolate, Cherry, Peach.
The following letters and postal
The Only Exclusive Grain House In Santa Fe, New Mexico.
cards are being held at the local
for postage or better address:
Nestor Gonzales, Hagzes. N. Mex.:
Felipe Baca, Grande, Colo.; Sophie
Robinson, 1908 Allreg. N. Mex.: Miss
Louise Collins, Dunedln, Fla.; Miss
Charlotte Bugbee, 2915 So. Figuerva,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Ccmpany
Los Angeles, Cal.; Miss Edna ranch
er. Huntsville. Texas: Ricardo Archu
Denver Colorado.
leta. Asquete. N. M.: American Soda
Fountain Co., P. O. Box 5339, Boston,
Mass.; one letter, one souvenir postal
and one newspaper without any ad
dress.
The weather on the Fourth and
BERGERE.
yesterday could not have been any bet
New
ter and all those taking part in the
for
Catron Hock,
ft.nU Ft, N. M.
celebration were complimenting the
weather man. The maximum temperature yesterday was 85 degrees and
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding the minimum was 56 degrees. The
relative humitity was 40 per cent at;
6:00 a. m. and at 6:00 p. m., 12 per
cent.
The average relative humitity
for the day was 26 per cent tempera- jture at 6:00 a. ni. today was 62 degrees. The maximum temperature Satof the
83
was
.
minimum
and
urday
degrees
51
The average relative
degrees.
humidity for Saturday was 38 per
cent.

lessen

ange

Probably every one that every looked at a range
was told that it was a "Fuel Saver." Why so. because

OflARCr

MALLEABLE

(AJSIGES

Are built so they do not and never can have
leaks, or aroum every opening Into the body of
range there Is a Malleable Iron frame to which
STEEL IS mvlTEL). No putty used or needed
they stay air tight.

air
the
the

and

THE STAY SATISFACTORY RANGE

POLISHED TOP, does away with blacking.
DUPLEX DRAFT, causes perfect combustion.
FULL ASBESTOS LINING, causes perfect baking.
OVEN THERMOMETER, easy to know your heat.
TRIPLE WALLS, PLANISHED STEEL, never soiled.
HEAVY VENTILATED. FIRE BOX LINING, great durability.
PIN EXTENSION WATER FRONT, large boiler capacity,
SMOOTH, DURABLE NICKLE, easily cleaned.

AND WHAT ISTHE USE OF ALLTH1S?

the largest exhhit ever slnwn in tho City and

We have

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.

CAN

SAVE YOU MONEY.

UK

LIVERY STABLE
H4CK?.

CALL UP 'PHONE

zrgf ifli SIS

NO. 9

G&MS. CLOSSON.

Typewriters.

CHEAT YOURSELF if you do not see the MONARCH
COME AND SEE.
fore you buy.
Phone No. 83. Mail Orders Solicited.

YOU

be-

TO

dru

MRS RETSCH

MM

I

LEO HEKSCH

post-offic-

p

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

Fll
I till

e

H.S.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

HUE

SCO.

THE IRELAND PHARMACY

of International Stock
iD
L11W Food Just Received

I

I

I

Try Our Cool Drinks.

NIGHT CALLS ANSWERED .

I

he Pioneer Life Insurance to.,
of the Southwest
Mexico.
Manager for
AJ,
i

BlacKbernes

Preserving

CHARLES

WACKIER

Furniture Company.
Just, received a handsome line of Mission Furniture in sets
and single pieces; also Brass and Iron Beds of Latest Pattern.

EMBALMING

are now the
lowest

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

).'

season.

During the Month of July
entire line of spring'and summer goods
3he
1
of every and all descriptions will be sold
one half of its regular value".

at

Please Give us a Call and Convince Yourself.

1
Thinking of That Vacation.
efore going call and see us
in reference to Trunks, Suit
Cases or Valises.
Prices to suit all pockets at
JULIUS H. GERDES.

(Continued

On Pane Eight.)

Give us your or?

$100 Reward, $100.

a constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure is1 taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dread disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires
land giving the patient
strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
falls to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
ledo, 0.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
. Take Hall's Family Pills for

'

To--'

der for a crate
or more
.

Also have all
kinds of other

is,

'

:

lie
THOSE 26.

306-- 8

San Francisco

Night Call

DIAMONDS

RIGHT GOOD

,

RIGHT SERVICE

H C. VQMT7
laja.xfiaetVLrx of

.

RIGHT PRICES

,rrrr
riUUKEC

MtlAlCAN
JEWELERY-

St 'Phone
'Phone No

10
"

1

n

WATCHES
Eyea Twted and

Fitted

--

By

Up-t-Da-te

Method.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND 8IVERWARE.
4346 San Franclaco Street, Santa Fe,N. M.

The Valley Ranch.
most

beautiful
The most beautiful location on the
Weather
warm, dry and
river (The Pecos) in New Mexico.
of guests.
limited
a
number
delightful. Can accommodate

Out
co.

AND

of Doors Life

Horse back riding and driving, hunting, and camping.
big ranch in full operation.

FISHING SEASON OPENS MAY

Address The Valley Ranch,
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

A

15.

BANTA. FE NEW AIEXI0A2T. OjLNTA.

PAGE SIX

Santa Fe Central

North Bound

South Bound

1

No

1

12 60 p
1 66 p
2 64 p
8 27 P
3 61 p
4 14 p
6 15 p
6 60 p
7 35 p

Stati ons

Ml

Lvo .Santa Fo
.

MUeNo2
A IT

..Kennedy...
,. .Stanley
...Morla ty..
..Mcintosh..
Estancla.

....Wllllard.

Arr..Torraneo.. .Lve

nT7T625"p
93 9 B 13 p
74 9 4 10 p
63 3 3
56 1 8
47 2 2
47 2 1
35 7 1
0 11

27 p
02 p
88 p
38 p
03 p
16

FRATERNAL

IklllMlS

Palace,
E. V. Chaves and wife, Albuquerque;
J. K.
E. Clark and family, Alcalde;
Lou-Is- ;
Monroe, Vaughn; L. Chernes, St.
Dr. E. C. Prentiss, Washington, D.
C; R. J. Grvoer, Whoaton, Kansas; D.
J. Herron and wife, 118 Vegas; E. D.
Marshall, Henry E. Tarr, Oleavla San-dldStanley; D. Mlnard, Estancla;
A. W. Miller, Miss C. Moss, Sunmount;
John J. Riley, Colorado Springs; Earl
A. Norton, Miss Verd Gehrlng, Mrs.
F. R. McClelland, Charlotte Hayward,
F. R. Lord, Las Vegas; W. E. Smith,
Alamosa; Robert Law and wife, Denver; Stella Horner, Manlsteo, Michigan; Edward B. Holt, El Paso; R. T.
Root, St. Louis; J. F. Keepsing,

30, 1908.

a

JULY

MONDAY,

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Rail-

way Company

'Effective Thursday, April

imH.il

6, 1908.

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
N. L. KING,
1, A.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
To Kansas City, St Louis, Chicago
and other eastern points and return,
Juno 1st to September 30th, 1908. To
Kansas City and return 141.55; to St.
Louis and return 144.35; to Chicago
Worthy Master.
and return 150.35. On sale dally June ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.
1st to September 30th inclusive. Final
return limit October 31st.
Santi Fe Chapter No. 1
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
R. A. M. Regular conTo Denver, Colorado
vocation second Monday
Springs and
of each month at Ma
Pueblo, Colorado.
To Denver and return $21.10.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m,
To Colorado Springs and return
S. SPIT7 IT P
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN.
$18.15.
Secretary.
To Pueblo and return $16.35.
On sale daily June 1st to SeptemSanta Fe Commandery
ber 30th. Final return limit October
No. 1, K. T. Regular
31st. Stop overs at and north of X
conclave fourth Mom
Pueblo in both directions.
t
day In each month
Seaside excursions to Los Angeles, Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
San Diego, San Francisco, Cal., also
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.
other points on the coaBt.
To Los Angeles or San Diego and
return $41.90.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
To San Francisco, Calif., and return 14th degree, Ancient and
Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
$50.
Tickets on sale each Tuesday, on the third Monday of each month
Thursday and Saturdays until Septem- at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
ber inclusive. Final return limit No- - iuaouiuv ntui, auuiu Hide Ot .FlftZfU
Liberal
vember 30th, 1908.
stop. Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are rn.
overs for side rides to Grand Canyon dially Invited to attend.
Petrified forests, also at pleasure at
CHAS. A. WHEELON. 32.
and west of Barstow, California.
Venerable Master.
THE ANNUAL MEETING GRAND
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
LODGE BENEVOLENT AND PROSecretary
TECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS'
DALLAS, TEXAS, JULY
B. P. O. E.
' 12
to 18TH.
From Santa Fu to Dallas and return
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
pen rate to everybody, $31, on sale holds
its regular session on the secJuly 9 to 12th inclusive. Final return ond and fourth
Wednesdays of each
limit August 8.
month.
brothers are invited
Visiting
RATES TO ST. PAUL.
Ancient Arabic Order Nobles of Mys- and welcome.
T. P. GABLE,
tic Shrine Meet In St. Paul,
Exalted Ruler
July 13, 1908.
J. D. SENA,
From Santa Fe to St. Paul and reSecretary.
turn $52.95. On sale dally June 1st
to September 30th, final return limit
October Slst, 1908.
Notice for Publication.
Democratic National Convention, Den(Homestead Application No. 6293.)
ver, Colorado, July 7th, 1908.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
$15.80 to Denver and return. On sale
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 3, 4, 5 and 6th, Final return limit
May 27th, 1908.
July 13th, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that Rafael
G. H. DONART,
Herrera y, Ortega, of Hobart, N. M
Agent who, on April 11th, 1901, made Homestead Application No. 6293, for the
NE
SE
NE
Sec. 34
TIME TABLE ALL LINES. and W SE
2
NW
Section 35, Township 21 N, Range 2 E, N. M. P. meriEntering and Leaving Santa Fe Com-pile- dian, has filed notice ot Intention to
According to Schedule
make final five year proof, to estabof Trains Now In Effect
lish claim to the land above described
before the register or receiver at
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 24th day of
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1908.
July,
12:50 p. m.
Claimant names as witnesses:
No. 2.Northbound arrives Santa eF
Librado Sanchez and Jesus Maria
6:25 p. m.
Sanchez of Senorlto, N. M.; Librado
Herrera, of Hobart, N. M., and FranDENVER A RIO GRANDE.
cisco Montoya y Martinez of Senorito,
No. 426 Eastbound leaves
Santa
,

Albu-quorqu-

pas enger and steamship
Freight,
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
RailAtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
ToAtchison,
with
At
Kennedy,
way.
TorAt
Fe
&
Railway.
Santa
peka
rance with SI Paso & Southwestern
System.
3. 8. GRIMSHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

Claire.
Mrs. W. M. Tabor, Glorleta; B. C.
Speer, Espanola; James Barry, Chicago; C. L. Harmon and wife, Las
Vegas; Mrs. Dubhemln and child, Denver; James C. Sharp, G. L. Jenkins,
Charles H. Mills, Charles P. Trumbull,
all of Las Vegas; Las Vegas ball team,
eleven; E. R. Toovert, Washington, D.
C.j M. A. Ellsworth, Las Vegas; Nick
Paplo, Frank C. Guerln, Las Vegas;
.Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Nichols,
L. E.
Horton, Willard; R. A. Felt, Oklahoma; John M. Morton, Los Angeles;
Frank J. Jennings and wife, J. F. Rein-hard- t
and slste. Willard; J. B. Hay-warand wife, Moriarty; E. Pedenand
wife, George Travis and wife, Estancla; W. F. Foster, George Bleeg, Mcintosh; O. M. Paddleford, L. H. Byrd,
F. R. Mason, Willard; Sam F. Bosh-ard- ,
Waco, Texas; D. D. Bronson, Albuquerque; Sam Rosenthall, Las Veg
as; L. W. Eltur, Omaha; W. H. Spring
J. B. Card, Las Vegas; Mrs. E. N.
Rich, Colorado; S. M. Douglas, Stan
ley; J. M. Baker and children, Estan
cla; T. R. Frankenburgor, Espanola;
J. F. Thomas, Colorado; N. Pofln, lias
Y'ogas; F. C. Buell, iSan Pedro; F. L.
Ortiz, Torrance; Luella Bland, Walla
Walla, Washington; J. H. Harmon,
Wichita, Kansas.
No3t
Auto
Mo. 2
Normandie.
Mllei
Mo. 31
Auto
Car
Monday
No.
STATIONS
Car
Wednesday,
Dally
Dally
ttouday
from
T. Griffith, Edwin
John
Morris,
Wed.
Ex. Suu.
Daily
Dally
frlday
Katon
D. W. White, Car- frlday. Kx. Suu.
Estancla;
Irminger,
35 p. m.
12 16 p. m.
.Arrive
BATON, N. M
0
Leaves.
4 00 p. m.
7 00 a. m.
bondale,
8
05
11 57 a. m.
Pennsylvania; Miss Victoria
p. n.
CLIFTON HODSB
7
4 23 p. m.
6 4r p. m.
7 lb a. m.
11 40a. m
Los
Gomez,
a
Angeles; Clyde McDowell,
13
4 43p. m.
5 20 p. m.
; 60 a. m.
ll 00 a. m
::'.:::'.'.:::.:....'..EoaftLERjuNCTioN
20
6 00
m.
8 20 a.m.
5 10 p. m. Denver.; M. C. Pacheco, Raton; Jesus
11 10 a. m.
1.
................... ...
23
5 10 p, m.
4 05 p. m.
J,,, 1 10 25 a m.
Joseph Slater,
5 60 p. m.
4 05 p. m. Bormudes, Wheeler;
a 10 a. m.
iu u a. m
6
56 p. m.
8 45 p. m. Saw Mill; R. E. Smith, Denver; A. T.
53 a. m
9
9 10 a. m
i!:::..
cbebososo
41
8 15 p. m.
8 15 p. m.
L'y9 63 a. m.
i
. . .......
and wife, Las Vegas; F. L.
9 35 a. m
6 30p. m
2 40p. m. Atteberg
i.
5 55 p. m.
i
I
10 30 a, m.
uiMAKun-r
47
f
.....
7 00 a. m.
1 40
U1
m Marshall, H. J. Battenby,
115 10 p. m
11 30 a. m.
p.
AlbuquerLv.
HMtn n 4 D1T
Ar
IVJtn r
80
11 20 p. in. 117 46 a. m
que; C. C. Hartley, Lincoln ville, Kan
No. 20
sas; E. P. Parker, Lyon, Kansas; B.
MlM
No. 21
Tuatday
STATIONS
Antonchico; Mrs. Sullivan,
Jaramillo,
from
Tuetdaj
Thunday
Dm
Missouri; J. Howell, M..B. Martinez
Saturday
Thursday
Moloei
Saturday
W. F. Anderson, M. M. Aldrldge; Miss
10 00 a. m.
.Arrive
DBS MOINBS, N. 11
0
Leave.,
11 00 a. m.
Hazel ' Stowe, Sadie Johnson,
925 a. m.
Roy
TBOAS
CAPULIN
11
11 40a. m.
845
a.
m,
VIGIL
Nowtes, E. Piper, L. Piper, George
29
12 25 p. m.
830
m.
a.
THOMPSON
25
12 40 p. m.
8 06 a. m.
Williams, Earl Halon, Willard; B. D,
CUNNINGHAM. ...... ..
1 15 p. m.
II
7 30 a. m
. . .
Luave
HODSB
JUNCTION.
.CLIFTON
..
42
Seeley, W. C. Asher, Stanley; Robert
Arrival
1 50 p. m.
7 20 a. m.
Arrlva
...I Laava
4a
Leave. ) .. CLIFTON HOUSK JUNCTION.
1 00 p. m.
7 00 a.m.
LIndsey, Mcintosh; Mrs. Dewitt, Mrs.
M
N.
BATON,
49
Arrive.... ..7..
2 20 p. m
Hardin, Moriarty; II. H. Brumley, MoN. M,, at 8:10 pm.
Dwioi,
riarty; T. F. Clifton and wife, George
CouiieeU with Kl Pato A Southwest. Ry. train 124, "rrWlnfln
M. M. at vim a. a
Dawaon.
125,
Kl
train
A
Southwestern
Ky.
Paio
Conneota with
laajtnf
Taylor and wife, Miss Anna Clifton,
Htaf for Van Houten, N. M.,meeti tralui at Preaton, N. M.
Pearl Williams, Sarah Meeds, Stanley;
VV
8
N. M.
C. A S By. at Das Moines, and K. P.
wltb
Mrs. J. A. Chapman, Edna M. Chap Fe 10:45 a. m.
and
Preston,
,
Raton
at
F
A
S.
A.
T.
with
Ry.,
Track connection
MANUEL R, OTERO.
man, Willard; Dan Padilla, Albuquer
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
Register.
base ball team, Fe 4:15 p. m.
que; Albuquerque
Mrs. Wolf, Lamy; J. C. Murray,
nine;
VHdex.
and
own, Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Bod River City, Talpa, Taos, Twining
James A. Tarr, Earl Tarr, Stanley; ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA GET
Notice for Publication.
rjnBUA
W.
J. VAN HOOTEN
REDMAN,
icomedes
C.
P.
Ulrando,
(Homestead
Enclno;
Application No. 6445.)
Vice Pre..
Superintend
M
BATON, N. M I Roberts and wife, Las Cruces; A. R.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Lamy Branch.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
Sunde, Antonito, Colorado; Theodore
E. Harris, Denver; Earl Neahltt, Stan No. 721
11:10 a, m.
May 27th, 1908.
The New Mexican Printing com ley; F. L. Marshall, Albuquerque; H No. 723
6:50 p. m.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
pany has prepared civil and criminal
10:56 p. m. Maria Sanchez of Espanola, New MexBattamby. Albuauernuo: Dr. fj. w No. 725
dockets especially for the use of
From Santa Fe Station.
ico, who, on July 6th, 1901, made
Manuel Vigil,
Cruces;
Depart
8:25 a, m. Homestead Application No. 6445, for
jiices oi me peace, xney re eapwuu- Santa Cm; Bert Herbert, Estancla No. 720
Section 26, TownNo. 722
4:20 p. m. the SW 4 SW
,iy ruled, witn priniea neaaings, in
Coronado.
'either Spanish or English, made of
724
No.
7:40 p. m ship 21 N, Range 2 E, N. M. P. MeriJohn Klrcher, Truchas; W. J. Sand'good record paper, strongly and dur- No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and dian, has filed notice of intention to
a- - vwnw-y"em-cover- s
"
back
and
leather
bound
with
ably
2, east and No. 3, limited, west, at make final we year proof, to estabm
GeorS
Genardey, Hanover,
and canvas sides, have full
lish claim to the land above described
ansas; w- - Kaudolph, Las Vegas; Lamy.
Index in front and the fees of justices
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, before the register or receiver at
of the peace and constables printed Thomas Foster, Jr., Las Vegas; Gus at Lamy.
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 24th day ot
Vegas; Gus Sasoya, Las
The pages Bit0'
in full on the first page.
1908.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
11:10 A. )W.
July,
Inches. These books are Vegas; E. E. Wilson, Raton; Emello
are 10
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9,
Claimant names as witnesses:
P M.
made up In civil and criminal dockets. Gonzales, Glorleta; Charles A. Mayes, westbound, and Noa. 4 and 8 east- - Polidoro Ollvas, of Cuba, N. M.;
Be in El
Sam GraPe. Mcintosh; E. O. Breaklln
bound.
Librado Sanchez, of Espanola, N. M.;
separate of 32 pages each, or with
and
te, T. W. Clark and family, Mrs
both civil and criminal bound In one BMain Line Via Lar.iy.
Esplridion Ollvas, of Coyote, N. M.;
Salas, Enclno, Moriarty; A. L.
N.
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy Francisco Montoya, of Espanola,
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
Mlss E- Martinez, Bruce Price, to
.
M.
To Introduce them they are
to
Albuquerque
discharge passen, Willard; Robert Raynolds, L. M. Mc- MANUEL R. OTERO,
offered at the following prices:
gers from Santa Fe.
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant joujtiey via
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
$2.75 Frltz: Willar(i Brummer, W. B. NothCivil or Criminal
Register.
M- DCombined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00 frn- - - - Moleln, F. H. Tomas, Stan-Fo- r and will not wait for No. 2 from the
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. The Golden State
A- - MInard. M&ck
Aragon, Manuel west at Lamy, waiting only for No. 10
45 cents additional for a single 'jf
R. H. Sayle, Bud from the
(Homestead Entry No. 9744.)
Sanchee,
Estancla;
a
Limited has now resumed Mid winter Service so
additional
for
55
cents
or
south, and No, 3 from the
docket,
Notice For Publication.
Manuel
Thompson,
Lamy;
Hernandes, east.
combination docket, they will be sent
take advantage of this splendid train the first time
Bfoclno; Eugene Perez,
Department of the Interior,
Manzano;
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Crista-plainlJames
Arches,
Pemy, Kansas;
State
full must accompany order.
you have occassion to go El Paso.
for Those Who Have Stomach
Help
May 27th, 1908.
whether English or Spanish i baI, Anaya. Galisteo; Stephen Easton,
Trouble.
Is
that Ignacio
Notice
V. R- - STILES,
hereby
given
Ablquhi.
printed heading Is wanted.
After doctoring for about twelve
of Coyote, New Mexico, who,
rrujlllo,
General Passenger Agent.
years for a bad stomach trouhla. and on August 6th, 1906, made Homestead
MELROSE BANK MOVES
SDendinc nearlv flva hundred rtnllnrq
El Paso, Texas,
Nl-The New Mexican Printing company
Application No. 9744, for Sl-- 2
INTO HANDSOME HOME . for medicine and doctors'
K
- an A M 1.9 QtM4
tnwnahln
I
eaHrm
and
has ready and for sale
ow
purfees,
HUU 4 1 A
MUS'I BVVVIWU
correct compilations of the territorial
jenasea my wire one box or Chamber-- ! 22 N, Range 3 E N. M. P. Meridian,
6.
N.
The First Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, has filed notice of Intention to make
M., July
Melrose,
lncorporaton laws, price 75 cents; ot
the territorial road laws, price 60 ' National Bank has moved into its new which did her so much eood that'she final five-yea- r
proof, to establish claim
cents; and of the territorial mining bulldlngl The building is one of the continued to use them and they have to the land above described, before
flneBt twc"story brick edifices in the done her more good
thanvall of the Francisco Luna, Probate Clerk, at
laws, price '0 cents per copy. These,
and the bank has now a very j medicine I bought before. Samuel
territory
can be purchased by applying in per-Tierra Amarllla, N. M., on the 16th
eon or by mall al the office of the com-- , flne equipment R. S. Ried, of Clovls, Boyer, Folsom, Iowa. This medicine day of July, 1908.
18 tne President and S. A. Jones of
is for sale by all druggists. Samples
pany.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
Perfect Fitting "EUatic" Book-cue- s
this city Is the cashier.
free.
Nestor
Martinez,
Lobato,
Ignacio
are the only ones which sueeetafully
Splendid rains have visited this sec
Manuel Velaaquez and Bernardo
Juan
of
adapt themselves to the conditions
tion the past ten days and the drouth
Legal blanks both English and Serrano, all of Coyote, N. M. .
Che modern home.
which 'was proving a real handicap, Spanish for sale bv ttia Now Mat!.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
There may be certain limitations as to room,
has been providentially broken. It is can Printing company.
Register.
Denevea max me rain win safeguard I
hut whatever space is available can be utilized
I
the season's crops.
ttt:".
and beautified by an artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
made in two lengths, 34 and 2S'A inch
The Melrose Hotel has been leased
kind of sectional book-cas- e
by J. S. Ashby, of Futlca, Kentucky.
lengths, and in three distinct types Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
finishes
Mr.
of
different
colors
in
Ashby will renovate and refurnish
illustrates
eight
quar
Our catalogue
the hotel throughout.
tered oak and mahogany.
,
L. C. West of Mountain view,
TO
,
We will call and measure any space
Is in the city for'a sojourn. He
of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
The
Camp
Mining
in your house and give you the exact
is Interested In business property and
Colorado Springs and Pneblo is Via the
cost in any finish you may select.
la also president of the Savings Bank

Vjb
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TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

at
Paso at 5:30

At Torrance

che'

-

,
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1

M

'
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fan
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1

Okla-hmoa-

New Mexican Printing Com
pany, Local Agenta, 8anta,
Fe, N. M.

of this city.
was the lucky holdei
of coupon ticket No. 2,090 which
was given by the Rowe
Hardware company of this city to its patrons. The ticket drew a prize ot a
O. E. Devoult

$75 buggy which was given away by

the Rowe Brothers as a reward to its
customers. Over a thousand people at-tended the drawing.

DIRECT ROUTE'

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile 8an Luis valley, Also to the San
Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive
literature, etc., call on or tddress

t.

K. HOOPIR, O. P. A T. A,

vwr

!.

P. H. MeBRIDE, Agent
tanta Fe, N. U.

MONDAY,

'7 Hi

OJLNTA. FIB NET7
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ME T
ii SI milet wuth

Belea

n

of Albuquerque, N. M.,

ti

aid reside

1,000 businew

out with broad 10 and

lota,

Aigelei, El Paao

ak

11x141 feet laid

troeta, with alleyi SO feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

shade trees

70-fo-

ot

public school honae, coating $16,000; churches; large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 110 barrel daily; large winery; three

j

hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
seyeral restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point
for wood, lour, wheat, wine, bUans and hay in Central New
Mexico.

Its importance

in the near future

as a

eauot

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
of Santa Fe Rry
Located on Belen Cut-of- f

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

WM. M.

MAIfc

AND

BILIN,

TO

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lot off

nd

are in the center of the eity, well grade!
(maty of them improved by culti? atioi) ; no tail or gravel. We neea a Irit-dibakery, tailor shop, shoe houie.jew-eler- ,
ui

aid

plumbing shop, planing mill, eoal
drug store, harness shop etc. etc.; also a
hotel.

Ou iriees

of lots

cash.

int-ela-

wood

yard,

voders

at

ire low asl Urms ea easy paymeita;;

title perfect; warranty do'ds.

Oie-tbir-

giiekaee noisy,

d

mty remain on aote, with mortgage at
eurity, for one year, with I pr cent interest thertoi.
Apply at oice for map tn.l prices if jei wik la

JOHN BECK EE, President.

be estimated.

EXPBE8S,

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

BELE1 TOWPITE

great commercial railroad eity

LIMITED

ALL FAST

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

the

junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading East and West from Chicago, Eanaai City, Galveaton
and point Eait to San Frantiaco, Lot
and Old Mexico.

j

PAGE 8EVEN

the

B1BGE1, Secretary.

Two-thir-

mil

lt.

ikeiert

le--

T&e Belen Town and Improvement Company
ac

ass

1 6 1
Boston
RAILROAD AGENT SECURES
CHANGE IN MANAGEMENT
A MERITED PROMOTION
Batteries
Rucker and Bergen;
OF RAILWAY EATING HOUSES
Dorner, Young and Graham.
R. H. E.
At New York
Hotel Company Assumes Charge of
Willard, N. M., July C C. E. Butts
1 8 0
who has been the local agent for the Xew York
Those Along Rock Island and
0 0 3
Santa Fe Central Railway company, Philadelphia
Southwestern Lines.
and
FOR RENT Four room
Batteries
modern
has accepted a position with the genMcGinnlty
Taylor,
Mo-re& Co.
C.
O.
house.
Watson
6.
Corridan,
N.
same
The
offices
Needham,
John
eral
and
the
Bresnahan;
of
M.,
July
Tucumcarl,
railway
and Dooin.
J. Grler Hotel company has taken com- left last Monday for Santa Fe to beR. H. E.
FOR RENT Nine room, furnished
At
St. Louis, first game
for
his
of
duties.
houses
the
gin
eating
plete charge
TO
3 9 4 house, modern. O. C. Watson & Co.
The Socialists held a big pow wow St. Louis
the Rock Island and El Paso and
2
4 1!
Southwestern Railways at this place here on the Fourth of July. Some of Cincinnati
FOR SALE Cash or Installment, or
Batteries
Raymond and Ludwig;
and along the entire line of the two the head men of the party from Albufor rent, good typewriter J. B. Sloan.
railways. The railway hotel at this querque were participants in the flow Doescher and Mclean.
R. H.E.
Second Game
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
place has been remodled and the serv- of words. The meeting passed off with
9 C
LOST Blood stone shirt waist pin.
no difficulties except the slight dis- St. Louis
ice greatly improved.
C
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
8 3 Finder return to this office and reThe Business Men's League has turbance of every member trying to Cincinnati
Batteries Higginbotham, Bean and ceive reward.
rented the Odd Fellows' hall for their occupy the floor at the same time.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
regular meeting place. Dr. C. J. K, The Willard Record, the town paper Blair; Shade and Schlei.
FOR SALE A second-hanR. H. E.
At Pittsburg, first game
steam Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
Moore is acting temporarily as presi- of which everybody is proud, has add0 2 3 boiler in good condition. It will be
dent of the league In the absence of ed to its equipment by putting in an- Pittsburg
and all Foreign Countries.
2 9 0 disposed of at very low price. Apply
other press and other machinery. Edi- Chicago
President V. W. Moore.
Batteries Leever, Lifield and Gib- to the New Mexic?.n Printing Com
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
S. M. Wharton, editor of the Tu tor Eugene Forbes intends to keep up
pany.
son; Brown and Moran.
cumcari News is taking his annual va- with the growth of the c'ty.
R. H. E.
Second game
cation and is on a hunting and fishing
FOR SALE A ruling machine in
3 8 2
Pittsburg
trip in western Colfax county.
BALL
BASE
SCORES.
1
9
10
condition; will be sold cheap. Ap
good
Hon. Reed Holloman of this city
Chicago
was the speaker of the day at the
Batteries
Camnitz, Leever, Phil-li- ply to the New Mex! an Printing
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
Company.
and Gibson; ReUlbach and
Fourth of July celebration held at LoA
crowd
of
attended
gan.
people
largo
National League.
Oalgnao and Smith.
U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
::
the patriotic celebration at that place.
At Chicago
R. II. E.
Second game
R. H. E.
American League.
C. H. Rankin, a business man of this
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
5 9 2
Chicago
Passengers over 30 hours between
7 1 10
place has beeir at Battle Creek, MichAt Chicago
R.H.E. Denver
for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these points over any other route.
10 14 3
Agents
Pittsburg
C
8
Pueblo
5
1G
2
igan for several months convalescing
Batteries
Pfesiter and Moran; Chicago
Full equipment of modern Cars In
Batteries Corbett, Adams and Za- and Kissel Automobiles.
from a serious illness. He is reported
2
Louis
St.
815
route
Gibson.
Shortest
between
and
Roswell
Young
and
service
securing comfort to passeu-gers- .
to be much improved and will be home
Watson and Sullivan; lusky; Fitzgerald, Jones and Smith.
Batteries
At St. Txniis, first game
the Pecos Valley to El Paao and Santa
R. H. E.
Courteous and expert Chaufsoon.
3 8 0 Howell and Spencer.
St. Louis
The New Mexican Printing com Fe and all points in the Estancia Val- feurs In charge of every Oar. Seats
The city trustees are taking steps
At Philadelphia-Fi- rst
0 4 4
Cincinnati
ley and western New Mexico.
reserved on Auto by applying to
looking toward the incorporation of
R.H.E. pany has prepared civil and criminal
game:
Fromme and Hostetter;
Batteries
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Agent of El Paso & Southwestern Ky.,
dockets
for
use
of
the
Tucumcari as a city. It is believed
especially
".
jus 1:00 P. M.
0 2 3
Boston
and McLean.
connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
the affairs of so large a population as Coakley
5 8 1 tices of the peace. They are especial
Philadelphia
Second game
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
R.
H.E.
with
in
ly
ruled,
is found here now could be hanprinted headings,
Batteries Winter, Prult.t and
St. Louis
0 7 4
Any
Eaggage allowance 50 lbs.
either Spanish or English,; made of Railway
dled much better if the oity fathers
Vickers and Powers.
5 10 0
C:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can be carrier
Cincinnati
Leave
at
Torrance
durrecord
and
had more power conferred.
good
paper,
strongly
R.
E.
H.
Second
game
Batteries Karger,
Higginbotham
with leather back and ing a Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at Roswell.
The weather aian reports that the
G
4
2 ably hound
Boston
and Ludwig; Weimer and Schlei.
have full
thermometer has gone as high as 105
J. W. STOCKARD,
3 8 2 covers and canvas sides,
Philadelphia
American
Index in front and the fees of justices
League.
degrees in the shade this season. With
Batteries
and
Young
Criger; of
the peace and constables printed
R. H. E. Plank and Smith.
the altitude and the dryness this heat At Chicago
4
8
3
The pages
does not cause any inconvenience.
Chicago
At Cleveland First game R. H. E. in full on the first page.
are 10
5 13 0 Cleveland
inches. These books are
Detroit
0 5 4
Altrock and Sullivan; Detroit
Batteries
1 4 2 made up in civil and criminal dockets,
Over Thirty-Fiv- e
Years.
In 1872 there was a great deal of Killan, Summers and Thomas.
Batteries Joss and Clarke; Sum- separate of 32 pages each or with
At St. Louis
both civil and criminal bound In one
R.H.E. mers and Schmidt.
diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera in'.
2 9, 2 Second
Iwok, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
fantum. It was at this time that Cham- St. Louis
R.
H.
E.
game
4
3
To introduce them they are
criminal.
Cleveland
:
5 8 1
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Cleveland
Powell
at
Batteries
and
offered
the following prices:
Spencer;
3
3 10
Detroit
Remedy was first brought Into use. It
Civil or Crimlual
Leibrandt
and Bemis.
,..$2.75
othsuccessful
more
than
Batteries
and
Rhoades
Bemis;
proved
any
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
er Remedy, or treatment, and has for
Mull in and Schmidt.
45 cents additional for a single
Western
For
League.
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
recthirty-fiv- e
R.
E.
H.
At
maintained
that
BUSINESS, REyears
Washington, first game
or 55 cents additional for a
R. H. E.
docket,
At Omaha
ord. From a small beginning Its sale
3
A
MEMBER
1
7
RUBBER
STAMP
SAVE
WILL
YOU
A GREAT
f
Washington
will be sent
7 11
and use has extended to every part of Omaha
5 9 0 combination docket, they
New York
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
mail or prepaid express. Cash in
5 9 2
the United States and to many foreign Des Modnes
Batteries
Keeley, Hughes and by
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
order.
full
must
State
and
LeBrand";
accompany
Sanders
Batteries
countries. Nine druggists out of ten
Street; Manning, Newton and Blair.
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
will recommend It when their opinion Witherup and Dexter.
R. H. E. plainly whether English or Spanish
Second game
wanted.
is
E.
H.
R.
At Denver
is asked, although they have other
0
8 3 printed heading
Washington
5 14 3 New York
medicines that pay them a greater Denver
.,.2 4 2 Herewith are some bargains offered
C
7 7
profit. It always can be depended upon Pueblo
nnd
Batteries
Johnson
Street;
At Sioux City
R.H.E. Lake, Newton and Sweeney.
even In the most severe and dangerby the New Mexican Printing Com- PRICE-LIS- T
2
3 8
.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the.
ous cases. For sale by all druggists. Sioux City
One-lin- e
2 7 0
Lincoln
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Inches ong
15c
Western League.
Stamp, not over 2
Missouri
Furchner
and
75c;
bound,
Batteries
$1;
bound,
paper
Shea;
R. H. E.
ALLEGED HORSE THIEVES
At Sioux City, first game
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
Missouri Code
Johnson and Zinran.
12 12 1 Pleading forms, $5;
WAIVE PRELIMINARY HEARING.
Sioux City
One-linInches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
20c.
two
for $10; Adapt
$G:
the
Pleadings.
4
6 6
Lincoln
Each
of
Laws
additional
Mexico
to
line
on
New
American Association.
Code,
15c
ed
stamp,
Abran and Vicente .Taramillo, who
Batteries McKay and Shea; Jones,
Ore-lin- e
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
are charged in a warrant issued from At Kansas City
Kansas City 1; Johnson and Sullivan.
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 inches long
25c.
and
$.25;
pamphlets,
Spanish
English
8.
of
their
Milwaukee
the district court, with larceny
R. H. E.
,
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
Second game
Flexible
Sheriff's
At Toledo
4 9 1 full leather, $3;
own horses, waived their preliminary
Toledo 1; Indianapolis Sioux City
One-lin- e
S5c.
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per Inch
Pockc4
$1.25;
Cover
Docket,
single,
3.
0 5 0
Lincoln
hearing before Judge John R. McF4e,
Each
New
additional
same
$1
more
each;
books,
line,
price.
At Columbus
bond
Columbus 8; Louisunder
were held
and
Batteries Freeman and Shea; Bon-no- , two or
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
each 'in
the sum, of $200 for ville 5.
Jones and Zinran.
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.80 each; Compil
At St. Paul
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
St. Paul 2; Minneap
the September term of the district
R. H. E.
At Omaha, first game
atlon
Corporation Laws, 75c; Compila--.
court. They furnished bonds and were olis 1.
2 6 2
Omaha
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
DI3 tion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's
released from the county jail.
Des Molnes(
.............
Where
Inch Inch in slz, we charge for one
type used is over one-hal- f
full
Mexico
Reports,
SATURDAY'S GAMES.
The accused reside at Sedillos, Ber
BatteriesJackson and Gondtng; gest of New full
school
one-hal- f
blanks.
list
line
for
each
Inch
or
$6.50;
fraction.
sheep,
nalillo county, and were arrested
Nelson and Dexter.
National League.
last week by Deputy Sheriff SeferSecond game
R.H.E.
DATES, ETC.
The New Mexican can do printing j
on At Boston, first game
R. H.E. Omaha
ino Baca, who was accompanied
9 14 0
Local
town
60c
Dater
and
date
for
In
any
any of the large
7 9 2
0 4 1 equal to that done
the trip by E. E. Van Horn, live stock Boston
(Des Moines
of
in
solicitor:
.80
Our
Dater
cities.
and
Ledger
month, day
Every piece
5 10 0 I Batteries
year
.
i
inspector. The horses were taken by Brooklyn
Ragan and Gonding; work we turn out.
once
our
stock
Din-mareTry
35
line
Dater
Mr. Van Horn after the brothers
Batteries
Regular
Young, Bloutze,
Clark, Bomar and Raedel.
come again. We
covered them from C. E. McAaroh', of
and Smith; Pretorious and Rit At Denver, first game
R. H. E. and you will certainly
Definance Model Band Dater
1.60
for turning out,
near Stanley, and the inspector pro tar.
1 6 3 have all the facilities
Denver
Wood
1.60
Cut
and
Rubber
Stamp
Signature,
one
of
R. H. E. Pueblo
4 7 1 every class of work, Including
Secong game
proses to make a test case of the es
Pearl
Check
1.60
Protector
West.
in
the
binderies
the
best
5 6 2
Brooklyn
tray law.
Batteries Olmstead and Zalusky;
STAMP PAD8.
The seals and record nooks for no
1
10 cents; 2x3
15 cents; 2
25 cents; 2 x4
tarles public for sale by the New,
50 cents; 4
76 cents.
35 cents; 3
CONTAINS WO Mexican PrintinB company at very!
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS
ADDRESS
Seals for Incor.
reasonable rates.
A
I
porated companies are also handled.
,.
Call at or address the New Mexican
Printing company, Santa Fe, New
I I Cures
Coughs, Colds, Croup, La' Grippe, Asthma, Throat The Osnuins is k Qm Mexico.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
and Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
Subscribe for the Dally New
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.
and get the news.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

WAWTS

General Express Forwarders

n

All

Parts of the World.

.3

J. D. BARNES. Agent

p

Mm?2.TOimAXaC2E AUTOMOBILE
::--

Car-riga-

Manager.
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CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

GREAT

ADVANCE
IN 8CHOOL

CELEBRATION A GRAND SUCCESS BREAKERS
WORK

AHEAD
FOR MR.

BRYAN

(Continued From Page One.)

Continued From Page One.

Continued From Page One.
race yesterday afternoon
Total enrollment, 1905-6- , 217; 1907-- 8 proved the most comical part of the expected to send a train out to Omaha
317.
entire celebration.
at 2:30 o'clock and if It was not stallNo. 250 San Francisco Street
Senior class students, 1905-G- ,
ed it will reach Omaha in time for
11;
Tournament.
Shooting
1906-7- .
20.
Bell to catch the regular Union Pacific
Teleunder
tournament
the
4.
No.
The
Meat Market.
shooting
Grocery Telephone
Graduate students, 1905-C- , 2; 1907-8- ,
to Denver over the main line
train
auspices of the Santa Fe Rod and Gun which Is now
4.
reported to be clear.
a
Club attracted the attention of good
phone No. 49.
Faculty, Instructors and assistants,
ly number of marksmen and several
1905-6- ,
32; 1907-8- , 39.
BATTLING" NELSON
prizes1 were given for this event.
105-0,
Courses of study,
1907-S- ,
4;
Fireworks.
C.
KNOCKS OUT
of
Student publications, 1905-6- , 1; 1907-8- ,
On Saturday night the display
2.
fireworks took place on Fort Marcy.
Defeats Colored Man
Student societies, 1905-C- , 6; 1907-8- , It was witnessed by several thousand.
Who Won Lightweight Title From
8.
Him Two Years Ago.
Many pretty fireworks were set off.
Counties represented, 1905-6- ,
At night three grand balls were en16;
1907-8- ,
22.
San Francisco, Cal., July 6. Battl
joyed by many at the Woman's Board
The New Mexico School of Mines.
of Trade building, the skating rink ing Nelson Saturday won the title of
"The school of Mines, located at So and the opera house. The chief events lightweight champion pugilist of the
corro, offers four distinct courses: of the celebration were the baseball world from the man who defeated him
Mining engineering, metallurgical en- games In the afternoon of each day. at Goldfleld, Nev., almost two years
gineering, mining geology and civil The results of the games were as fol- ago. He knocked out Joe Gans in the
engineering. These courses are strict lows:
seventeenth round after a fight as des
ly technical and collegiate and extend
SATURDAY'S GAMES.
perate as any that had been seen here
in
through four years. At the completion
years.
The Ilfeld heavy hitters of the Mea
of the work prescribed for the first
Fighting from the beginning to the
dow City went down to defeat Saturthree years of any one of these cours
and
day afternoon In a hotly contested and end, both unceasingly fighting
his
es, the bachelor's degree is conferred;
with
Nelson
never
ground,
giving
at
the local baseball
game
at the completion of the work of the interesting
wonderful stamand
bull
dog
tenacity
were
hitters
The
visitors
heavy
fourth year, the engineer's degree. A park.were
weak in field work, which ina, slowly battered the veteran colorbut
is
preparatory course, also,
offered, as lost the game for them. They scored ed champion into
required by the territorial law. The in the second and fourth Innings while
The end was not sudden and there
institution Is maintained by an approwere
few who watched the progress
was
team
credited with large
the home
priation of $15,000 a year from the ter- - goose eggs Until the sixth inning, of the battle and saw Gans grow weakritorial treasury, and the value of its when
by safe hits and through costly er round by round, but had made up
buildings and .equipment is about $60,. errors on the part of the visiting team their minds as to the result long be000.
During the last scholastic year six scores were marked up for them. fore the count was given that made
twenty of the students In attendance The feature of the same was Tarr's the Illlinois lad champion.
were engaged in the strictly collegiate
Three times Gans was sent to the
hitting and Willie E. Parsons base
work of the institution. The faculty
In the final round, each time takfloor
stealing. The score by innings:
consists of seven members.
ing all tlie time allowed.
R.H.E
New Mexico Military Institute.
A blow from Nelson's left glove to
020 300 0218 9 4
Las Vegas
"Sessions, 1902-3- , 69; 1907-8- , 111.
000 006 05 x I 17 3 the pit of Gans' stomach and Gans
Santa Fe
"Preparatory department, 1902-3- , 30;
Batteries Lopez
and
Parsons; toppled over and rested on his knees,
1907-8- ,
3S.
most pitiful exprestwo-bas- e
and
Brown;
Shupp
hits, Tarr his face wore a
"Total enrollment, 1902-3- , 99; 1907-Needham 1; sion. He tried in vain to regain his
3; Arce 1; Lopez,
1;
119.
Brown 1; Angle 1. Base on balls, off feet but failed and was counted out.
"Territorial appointees, 1902-3- , 25; Shupp 1; passed ball, Brown 1; hit
by
1907-8- ,
46.
pitched ball, by Shupp, 1; struck out TEXAS NEGROES MAY
1902-3- ,
,
1907-813.
4;
"Graduates,
SIDE WITH DEMOCRATS
by Lopez, 10; by Shupp 7.
"Alumni, 1902-3- , 3; 1907-8- , 48.
Second
Game.
"Faculty, 1902-3- , 7; 1907-8- , 10.
Waco, Texas, July 6. Prominent
The
Salmon
defeated
the
Grays
,
1902-31907-8,
2.
"Army officers,
0;
of this section are said to be
negroes
"Courses of study, 1902-3- , 2; 1907-8- , strong Barelas Grays of Albuquerque preparing to
take decided action
in one of the prettiest games played on
3.
their disapproval of what is
showing
home grounds this season, the
"Student publications, 1902-3- ,
1; the
known as the "Lilly White" wing of
score
being 2 to 1 and neither team the
1907-8- ,
2.
Republican party in Texas, comAND
scored until the sixth inning. McCarthy
"Number of buildings, 1902-3- ,
5;
the white Republicans and such
prising
was in the box for the local team and
1907-8- ,
9.
as work with them. The opnegroes
his strong arm was rather weak, but
1902-3- ,
"Territorial appropriations,
of the "Lilly Whites" say they
ponents
the pretty field work of the team be.
$10,559; 1907-8- , $11,285.99.
will go to Denver prepared to vote for
hind him kept the score down. The
1902-3- ,
1907-8
$18,092.59;
the Democratic nominees for national
"Earnings,
Barelas Grays are one of the best
$34,037.50.
officers provided they are fairly
"Total Income, all sources, 1902-3- , fielding teams in the territory, but
ALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
their stick work Is poor. The score by
$35,484.80; 1907-8- , $71,306.16.
R.H.E
The New Mexico Normal University. innings was as follows:
SUFFERS
OUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.
DAY 'PHONE 35 "The New Mexico Normal Universe Santa Fe
000 002 x 2 6 J
FROM CONFLAGRATION.
1
3
Lincoln
000
001
Avenue.
and
Residence,
Night
Sundays. Telephone No. 142.
ity has just completed Its tenth year. Albuquerque
Batteries
McCarthy and Parsons;
The total attendance for the year has
Two-bas- e
July 6 A disastrous
hits,
been 312, Including the attendance at Hidalgo and Pena.
vlcinty of
1 ; Parsons 1 ; base on balls, off fire which started In the
Walker
the summer session of 1907.
There
senate
the
here
buildings
yesterday
were ten graduates at the recent com- McCarthy 1; off Hidalgo 1. Passed and was believed to be under control
Mc
struck
balls,
out, by
Parsons, 2;
mencement, five of whom completed
after 400 buildings had destroyed
AND
the advanced normal course, three the Carthy, 11; by Hidalgo 1.
broke out again during the night and
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
three-yea-r
normal course, and two the
caused further extensive damage. Foracademic course.
The first game Sunday was played ty more
Screened Raton Lump
$4.50 per ton
buildings were destroyed.
"The most Important features of between the teams from Las Vegas
"
"
Monero
5,25
the past year's work have been the and Albuquerque and the Salmon
I
s
DE SAGAN
GOULD
Cerrillos
establishment of a complete two-yea- r
6.00
Grays played the winner. Both games
WEDDING THIS WEEK.
course for the training of kindergarten were only seven innings. The Barelas
Anth rache Coal all sizes
Sawed Wocd and Kindlir g
teachers; the development of the crack fielders carried the day yester.
AH Kinds of Steam Coal.
London, July 6. Prince Helie De
Smithing C( al
training school into a complete ele- - day by winning both games1. The score
Sagan has given notice at the registry
raentary school for kindergarten to by innings was as follows:
R. H. E, office in this city of his intention to
First game
eighth grade In which normal students
NW A' T'' 3' F' Depot
Phone No- - 85 omc Garfield Avenue,
can do their practice teaching with con Las Vegas
10 5 marry Mme. Anna Gould. The date
000 010
upon which the marriage will occur
stant expert supervision and under Albuquerque
4
401 000
Ideal conditions.
Weeks
Batteries
and
Pettus; was not given in the notice but it
"Mention should also be made of Shupp and Brown. Base on balls, off will probably be July 7 or 8.
When You Get the Bill.
the
department which Shupps, l;two base hits, Weeks, 1;
meets the needs of the Spanish speak- three base hits, Dunlap 1; struck out, BISHOP POTTER SHOWS
DIHZ
ing young men and women whose by Shupps, 1; by Weeks, 6.
NO PERCEPTIBLE CHANGE.
Second game
knowledge of English is defective and
R.H. E.
who wish to prepare themselves for Albuquerque .. .. 100 002
10 1
Cooperstown, N. Y., July 6 Bishop
202 Water 8treet
Santa Fe, N. M. teaching In the rural schools.
This Santa Fe
5 2
010 000
Potter, who has been critically ill
Batteries Lopez and Pettus; Weeks passed a fairly comfortable night and
A modern hospital, equipped for the department has a large and Increasing
attendance of young men and women and
off there was still little
on balls,
'Perea. Base
change In his
treatment of medical, surgical and from all parts of the territory.
Lopez, 2; two base hits, Lopez 1; hit condition this morning.
New Mexico Normal School.
by pitched ball, Lopez, 1; struck out
obstetrical cases. Rates, $9.00 per "Enrollment, 1893, 47; 1908, 200.
by Lopez, 4; by Weeks 8; passed fBBSBSfSt
"Number of counties represented, balls, Perea 1.
week and up.
1893, not given; 1908, 10.
J. M. DIAZ, Pres. J. A. ROLLS, Sec.
"Number of teachers employed,
SOCORRO SCENE OF
1893, 2; 1908, 12.
"Territorial appropriation, 1893,
BIG CELEBRATION
three-legge- d

GROCERS,

GAS

BAIS, BUTCIS!

Fresh Tomatoes, Basket .50
Fresh Peaches, 2 lbs.

.25

Strawberries every dav

.15

High grade Beef, Pork, ittut

ton. Veal and Lamb at our
Market.

8

DUPROW

& fflONTENIE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.

GOVERNOR CURRY
PREVENTS A RIOT
His Timely Intervention Kept Indignant Citizens and Railroad Laborers
From Engaging In Battle.
Texico, N. M., July 6. Governor
George Curry averted a serious riot
and probably bloodshed here Saturday
when a band of one hundred armed
citizens marched to attack 300 Santa
Fe track workers with the intention
of forcing the track men to cease tearing up the Santa Fe tracks between
Cameo and Texico.
The railroad has recently completed
a short cutt-of- f
from Cameo on the
Pecos valley line to the new town
of Clovls on the Belen cut-ofBy the
the use of this line Texico Is cut
off the main line south and is left
f.

stranded.
Since the Santa Fe railway put its
round house and shops at Clovis the
citizens here have been anticipating
the time when the effort would be
made to tear up the track. Early Saturday morning a gang of 300 track men
were brought down from Amarlllo and
began tearing up the old track. They
had torn up about four miles of rails
when a committee of armed citizens
marched from Texico with intention of
stopping the work.
was

communication

Telephone

es-

l
tablished with the Governor at
and he, with Attorney General
Ros-wel-

Harvey, succeeded In communicating
with General Manager Avery Turner
of the Pecos Valley line of the Santa'
The
Fe," who was also In Roswell.
governor Induced Mr. Turner to recull
the gang of track men and as a result
the matter will be taken into the courts
for settlement. Very likely the Texico people will apply for an Injunction
to restrain the Santa Fe from tearing
up or abandoning Its track, and falling
in this, will seek to attacK the franchise under which this line is oper-

ated.
The matter aroused bitter feeling
this city and had it not been for the
timely intervention of the governor
serious trouble might have resulted.
In

MAKES $7,000 PROFIT
IN

DEAL.

LAND

BIG

Special to the New Mexican.
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 6. Dr.
Richard A. Morely of this city has
sold to an eastern syndicate the 18,000
acre tract which he purchased last
Friday six miles south of Raton. Dr.
Morely made a profit of seven thousand dollars on the deal.

PORT-AU-PRINC- E

01

COAL

MARKET REPORT.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Amalgamated copper 68.
Atchison 82
pfd. 91
New York Central 104

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

seraii

01
05

sub-norm-

14
01

3--

5--

WOOD

3--

Pennsylvania 122.
Southern Pacific 87

3--

Union Pacific 143
Steel 38
pfd. 104
MONEYS AND METALS.
New York, July 6. Prime mercantile paper 3
money on call,
easy,
New York, July 6. Lead, quiet 442
lake copper, quiet, 12
3--

3--

11

5--

1--

1--

3--

silver

54.

430.

St.

Louis,

6. Spelter,
MARKET

July

WOOL

St. Louis, July 6. Market steady,
unchanged.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, July 6. Wheat July 88
Sept. 89
Corn July 74
Sept, 73
Oats July 48 14; Sept. 42 12.
Pork July 15.65; Sept. 15.82
Lard July 9.42
Sept. 9.52
Ribs July 8.70; Sept. 8.85.
3--

4

3--

1--

$5,-00-

for a consignment of our hleh erade
lumber you will be astonished at the
smallness of the price. If you are
any judge at all, you will know that
the lumber is of the most particular
quality good, clean, reliable stuff,
without warp or blemish. This lumber
Is sold by us under a guarantee that
it is perfectly seasoned. It is cut in
all usual sizes for all building or other purposes, and our prices will certainly please all purchasers.

Wedding Hints
at the Racket

1908, $16,000.

"Number of buildings,

1893,

none;

1908, 5.

"Number of courses offered,

1893,

Fourth of July in
True Western Style Town Thronged With Visitors.

Gem City Observed

1; 1908 5.

We have a nice line of novelties
"Expenditures, 1893, not given; 1908 'Special to the New Mexican.'
very suitable for wedding or birth- $25,000.
Socorro, N. M., July 6. The Fourth
"Value of property, 1893, not given; of July celebration in this city under
day presents. Solid Sterling and
the auspices of the Allanza Hispana
Plated Silver Ware. Fine hand paint- 1908, $78,000."
Americana, was celebrated in "grand
ed china, Japanese china and silk
style and more than four hundred out- goods, Mexican drawn work, consist- NEW PRESIDENT
visitors were in attendance.
ing of very handsome patterns and deSANTA FE CENTRAL The feature In the morning was a par
signs in doilies, table scarfs, In many
ade in which fifty girls marched.
sizes, bed SDreada. shirt walatn nnd
suits worked on finest handkerchief , Robt Law Now Head of Tnis Road They were dressed in red, white and
and the Albuquerque Eastern, Suc blue and carried a huge American
linen. All at "Racket" prices.
ceeding F. J. Torrance
flag belonging to the territorial capitol
building at Santa Fe, which was sent
At a recent meeting of the directors here for the occasion. The orator of
of the Santa Fe Central and Albuquer the day "was Hon. Isldoro Armllo, of
que Eastern Railway companies at Las1 Cruces.
In the afternoon a game of baseball
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Robt. Law
was elected president of the two cor- was witnessed between the Socorro
porations, this to take effect July 6th, and San Marcial teams. The latter won
1908. .
the game by a score of 15 to 9. Bronco
-Mr. .Law who reached the city last busting, sack races, foot races, girls'
Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn
evening from Pittsburg, therefore as. races and other athletic sports were
work, weapons, curios, moccasins, etc.
sumed charge of the railway compan. pulled off in the afternoon. At night a
les and their office and business to. display of fireworks delighted the chil
Cpals Tuiquois Onyx Stows t(alf Pi ice
t
day. The Santa Fe Central and the Al dren as well as the older people.
buquerque Eastern railways1 are now
At night a grand ball was held in
in process of merging and combina which the music was furnished by Ra
tion and this will have been effected mirez Symphony Quintette of Santa
by
September 3, 1908, after which the Fe.
;THIS WEEK ONLY:
two railroad companies will be known
Great credit Is due W. E. Martin
under the name of the New Mexico and other prominent men of the AllanCentral railroad. The general offices za Hispana Americana for the great
of the railroad companies named will success of the celebration in this little
be maintained in this city.
city.
General' Francis J. Torrance resign.
Going at Bankruptcy Prices.
ed as president of the two roads and COAL MINERS IN
'
this vacancy was filled by the election
ALABAMA ON A 8TRIKE
S. CAINDELARIO
of Mr. Law.
Birmingham. Ala., July 6. The coal
The New Mexican Printing com-- ! miners of this district today declared
strike. The sheriff has appointed de- liany will do your Job work with neat-'- a
nesa and dispatch.
putles In anticipation of any trouble.
n

C. W. Dttdfow.

r

R)OwnGo Prices On
S

POST CARDS

STRAW HATS, DRAWN WORK
"K.

J.

ORIGINAL CURIO STORE.

dull,

The kind that grows with your library
that will fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that Is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller-bearin-g
bookcase made. Fitted with
doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send forcataiog 105 with interior
views showing arrannfimeot jn library .parlor, etc.
non-bindin- g,

New Mexican Printing Company.
Local agents, Santo Fe. N. II.

